
“Few people have done more to inspire an entrepreneur revolu-
tion and give entrepreneurs the tools and advice they need to 
grow their businesses in recent years than Dan. What I love about 
what he says and what he writes is that it all comes from a deep 
personal experience of bootstrapping a successful global small 
business himself from little more than a maxed out credit card.”

Mike Harris, Founder of FirstDirect and Egg PLC,  
Author of Find Your Lightbulb

“We live in the Age of the Entrepreneur, surrounded by some 
tremendously innovative, fast-growing and game-changing com-
panies. By nature, entrepreneurs are always looking forward and 
identifying new opportunities. However, the truly great entre-
preneurs also use lessons from past successes and failures and 
learn from those who have gone before them. Daniel’s book is a 
brilliant resource to help entrepreneurs ‘find their place’ and live 
the ‘entrepreneur revolution dream’.”

Alistair Lukies, CEO of Monitise and cited by David 
 Cameron as one of Britain’s most inspiring entrepreneurs

“Daniel Priestley’s book Entrepreneur Revolution perfectly 
teaches how to adopt an enterprising, street-smart mindset that 
produces results. His own failures, like mine, have taught him 
valuable and practical down-to earth lessons which any aspir-
ing leaders can learn from and will enjoy trying and applying 
themselves.”

Lara Morgan, Founder of Pacific Direct

“Daniel Priestley will help anyone with the drive and determina-
tion to start their own business (or explode an existing one), 
so that they can transform their lives, improve their finances 
radically and raise their quality of life substantially. Not only 
does Daniel walk the talk of the Entrepreneur Revolution, but 
he has inspired thousands of others to do the same. I know, like 
and trust this man, and follow his wisdom. If you want to play 
a bigger part in the Entrepreneur Revolution and you have any 
sense whatsoever, then you’ll do the same.”

Steve Bolton, Founder, Platinum Property Partners,  
President of Peace One Day Patrons and Author of  

Successful Property Investing and other books



“Daniel Priestly is one of a kind. Having worked with him for 
many years now, I can clearly see his unique ability to intuitively 
identify a collective need and provide a completely innovative 
solution, always at the right time and in the right place. He 
truly is an extraordinary individual and a phenomenon in the 
entrepreneurial world.” 

Andrew Griffiths, Australia’s #1 Small Business Author

“Most entrepreneurs have been through some sort of a shift due 
to the recent economic correction. Some fell by the wayside gave 
up their dreams and went back into the workforce to be safe. 
Other entrepreneurs stepped up and said ‘now is my time to shine 
while the economy is down’. Daniel is the modern day entrepre-
neur and is certainly one that has stepped up to create an amazing 
infrastructure to enable entrepreneurs to take their business to 
the next level. You probably have lots of books you want to read 
to help you grow your business: put this on top of the pile.” 

Anthony Amos, Founder of HydroDog 

“Daniel Priestley’s book will help any entrepreneur focus on 
building a huge business in a controlled, focused fashion. 
 Daniel’s book gives you a blueprint for success!”

Kevin Harrington, Founder and Chairman of  
As Seen on TV Inc, and “Shark” for three seasons on  

the ABC Network hit show Shark Tank

“Building a business requires both aspiration and inspiration. 
 Entrepreneur Revolution delivers on both.” 

Guy Rigby, Partner, Head of Entrepreneurs,  
Smith & Williamson LLP and Author of From Vision to Exit

“Daniel’s writing helps business owners realize that they are an 
expert in their chosen field, that they are sitting on a mountain 
of value and they have the opportunity to influence the world 
just by being themselves and bringing their best to the table 
every time they do business. It’s inspiring, simple and incredibly 
effective stuff.”

David Hooton, Founder of Platform Networks,  
Australia, www.hooton.org



“Daniel’s analysis of where we stand – on the brink of a global, small 
business revolution – is startling. If he’s right, he’s 20 years ahead 
of the game and we need to be taking action now. Who’s ready to 
sail on the crest of the seismic wave that will ultimately change the 
way we all work forever? It’s not sink or swim time yet, but it is the 
moment to get miles out in front of the competition. You can start 
building the ark that will weather the storms of tomorrow and leave 
you smiling, fulfilled and richly rewarded. Daniel can show you the 
entrepreneur’s essential mindset and the secrets of tapping into the 
power of a technological revolution which is only just beginning.”

Oliver Selway, Personal Trainer,  
Founder of Paleo Training, UK

“Daniel Priestley has totally revolutionized my thinking. I have 
emerged from being a factory worker with a monkey brain to an 
entrepreneur. My entire life has changed and I am finally in a posi-
tion to make a difference to those around me. Thank you Daniel.”

Sonya Blondinau, Executive Coach, Founder of  
Walk Like a Rock Star  

“Entrepreneur Revolution is a must-read for anyone wanting to 
leave their treadmill job behind and join the movement of global 
small businesses. Daniel’s experience in helping small business 
owners become great is invaluable and this book holds all his 
gems in an easy-to-read, easy-to-understand and comprehensive 
form. If you want to join the entrepreneur revolution – buy this 
book – highly recommended.”
Jessica McGregor Johnson, International Speaker and Coach 

and Author of The Right T-Shirt:  
Write Your Own Rules and Live the Life You Want 

“Technology will speed a change in our thinking, access to 
opportunities and personal desire for success over the coming 
years in a way we can only imagine. Daniel Priestley’s book 
Entrepreneur Revolution lays out the 10 challenges facing us and 
gives us the opportunity to get on board … Unless you are happy 
to sit in the station watching everything pass you by … Read 
this book now … twice!”

Vicki Wusche, Founder of The Property Mermaid,  
www.vickiwusche.com



“Having read Daniel’s first book Key Person of Influence, I really 
couldn’t wait to read his new title Entrepreneur Revolution. I 
must say that it certainly didn’t disappoint! In his new book, 
Daniel shares some incredible insights into how modern tech-
nology is set to change the business landscape over the coming 
decades. Truly thought-provoking, and an absolute must-read 
for business owners and entrepreneurs who are serious about 
staying ahead of the game.”

Matt Gubba, British Entrepreneur and  
Founder of Business Circuit

“Daniel’s actually implemented everything he talks and writes 
about and can speak with authority about what works and what 
doesn’t. I have recommended to many of my friends and col-
leagues that they engage in the Key Person of Influence Program 
and would say to anyone who is contemplating making their 
mark on the world: Read This Book!”

Ned Coten, MD of Acorn Brand Design

“When I started out in business, entrepreneurs were considered 
weird people who dropped out of school and couldn’t get a job. 
As Daniel has shown, now is the rise of entrepreneurship as a 
vehicle for highly talented and skilled people to build something 
that gives them a better life than a boring corporate job. This 
book will totally change the way you think about growing a 
business. An absolute must read that should be in the hands 
of more people.”

Jeremy Harbour, Author of Go Do!,  
Founder of The Unity Group 
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DeDication

This book is dedicated to the bravest, most authentic, crea-
tive, expansive, dynamic people I know: the entrepreneurs 
of the world.

To the farmer I met in Uganda who had the courage to 
take a micro-loan and lift herself from poverty through her 
chicken business.

To the IT manager who dared to pitch an “impossible 
idea” to the chairman of his bank and created three iconic 
businesses, and has helped hundreds of entrepreneurs and 
became the best mentor I could have dreamed of.

To the 16 year old who started Student magazine and 
ended up inspiring a generation of entrepreneurs.

To the 30 year old who was fired from his own tech-
nology company for being too disruptive, only to save the 
company ten years later by revolutionizing every industry 
he touched. True icons leave early – we will miss him.

To the person who bit the bullet today and registered 
their first business.

This book is my tribute to you. I’m just as excited as 
you are!





IntroductIon

The idea of the Entrepreneur Revolution is that the 
rules that created commercial success in the past have 

radically changed. Doing what worked yesterday may not 
bring you success tomorrow.

For some people, this will be a time of great uncertainty 
and loss. For others it will be the greatest opportunity in 
history.

An entrepreneur is simply someone who spots an op-
portunity and acts to make it into a commercial success.

This book is written to help you to become better at 
spotting opportunities and turning them into a commercial 
success.

A revolution is a great shift in society, where an old 
system is thrown out and a new one is embraced. In all of 
history, the real fortunes are made in revolutionary times. 
The difference with this revolution is that it presents a 
chance for wealth to spread to a lot more people. The tools, 
technology and opportunities that have shown up recently 
are designed to empower people. Lots of people.

Today, farmers in rural India have access to more com-
puting power than NASA had when it launched Apollo 11.

Today, a teenager in their bedroom has more tools for 
building a global enterprise than Coca-Cola did when it 
grew internationally.
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Today, your business ideas have more potential to be 
massive than ever before in history.

For whatever reason, you were born to live through 
these exciting times. You weren’t born to live in the dark 
ages as a serf, you weren’t born to live in the agricultural 
ages as a farmer, you weren’t born to live in the industrial 
age as a factory worker. You are alive during a unique point 
in history; a time where anything is possible for you.

This book is here to wake up the part of you that can 
spot opportunities and make them successful. Not just any 
opportunities, but those that are right for you.

In these pages you will discover that there’s a part of 
your brain that is already highly entrepreneurial and wants 
to build something you can be proud of. You’ll discover 
exactly how to live in the “entrepreneur sweet spot” where 
you do what you love, you do it well and you get rewarded 
generously for it.

This book will challenge you too. I’ve laid out ten chal-
lenges for you to get started on almost immediately. They 
are designed to push your buttons and get you out of your 
comfort zone.

I’ll give you a way of creating a high-performance cul-
ture, so that no matter how many complex decisions you 
face, you will always continue to move forward.

I’ve also hidden a few little gems in this book – ideas 
that I refer to, but don’t specifically reveal in black and 
white.
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There’s an underlying theme, relating to a key ingredi-
ent, that you need if you really want to be successful. You 
might spot it straight away, or it might come to you later.

You might want to read this book more than once

If you do spot the new ingredient, pay particular attention 
to put it into everything you do. This new ingredient hasn’t 
been necessary in business up until this point but, from now 
on, it must be at the very heart of what you do.

I’m going to mention this ingredient many times in the 
book, but I won’t say what it is specifically for you. I will 
leave you to find it.

When you read through this book, look for this magic 
ingredient, or at least look for clues.

The beginning is important and the end will unfold but, 
at the centre, you might discover a mountain of value you 
never noticed when you first looked.

Sometimes people read this book and “get it” – other 
times they don’t. Some people get it on the second or third 
read. I’ve not hidden this key ingredient from you; if any-
thing it’s actually right under your nose.

Whatever you do, don’t stop looking. You simply can’t 
build a successful enterprise without this ingredient in the 
Entrepreneur Revolution.

Good luck. I hope you love reading this book.

To keep in touch with the author visit: 

www.entrevo.com/danielpriestley

 





Part I

Breaking Free from the 
Industrial Revolution 

Economy





ChaPtER 1

thE EntREPREnEuR 
REvolutIon Is haPPEnIng

The word “revolution” gets bandied about an awful lot. 
I’ve heard soft drinks being described as “a revolution.” 

I’ve seen car commercials portraying their latest model as 
“revolutionary.”

So I forgive you if you rolled your eyes when you read 
the title of this book for the first time.

I want you to know, however, that I haven’t used the 
word lightly. I use the word “revolution” with all the gravity 
and reverence that I can muster.

What’s about to take place is a revolution. Everything 
as you know it will change in the coming years.

The nature of work, lifestyle and wealth is all about to 
change.

Before we look forward, however, let’s look backwards 
at the last revolution.

Let’s begin at the agricultural age. If you went back 250 
years in a time machine, the chances are the first person 
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you would meet would be a farmer. The agricultural age 
was defined by the fact that most people worked the land.

Then came a technological breakthrough. The steam 
engine, fossil fuels and machinery.

One tractor could do the work of 100 men in the field. 
One textile factory could make all the suits for a city at a 
fraction of the cost of a tailor.

The technology changed things. You couldn’t fight it, 
you couldn’t avoid it, it was a revolution.

If you took your time machine back any time between 
about 1850 and the year 2000, there’s a lot less chance you 
would meet a single farmer, even if you tried. You would 
meet factory workers.

In the early part of the revolution, you would see peo-
ple who worked on machines making products. They were 
“blue collar” factory workers. If you went back to the late 
1900s you would find people working on the new machines 
– computers – making data. These were “white collar” fac-
tory workers.
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Regardless of the colour of their collar, their labour is 
repetitive. They sit at their work station and they repeat 
their tasks for hours on end until the day is over. This is 
just how it is for most people who live in the industrial 
age.

I believe that we are at the dawn of a new age. We are 
leaving the Industrial Revolution and we are entering the 
“Entrepreneur Revolution.”

This means, quite simply, if you took your time machine 
forward to any time in the next 100 years you would most 
likely meet people who work in small businesses in an “en-
trepreneurial team.”

Why do I believe this?
Once again, it’s technology that has changed things. 

It’s technology that has robbed the big factories of their 
awesome competitive advantage and given an edge to small 
businesses.

Technology has made it possible for any small business 
to find a market globally, to access factories, to build a brand, 
to be open for business 24/7 and to innovate.

Small businesses can do almost all the things big busi-
nesses can do; and they can do something more.

A small business has spirit. It has a team of people who 
care, they know their customers, they love what they do, 
they respond faster, there’s less red tape, the workplace is 
more fun and everyone gets to have a say.
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small businesses can make a difference

When a company has less than 150 staff, everyone tends 
to know everyone else. There’s a buzz and an excitement. 
There’s a tribal feeling that often gets lost in big corporations.

When the founder of the business is involved in the 
operations, there’s magic. Rarely is this magic scalable for 
big business.

For these reasons and more, top performers are going to 
quit their jobs and start businesses. They are going to take 
with them the other top performers.

These entrepreneurial teams will be faster, more cost 
effective, more nimble, more responsive and more profitable.

So, if the technology has created a revolution, let’s take 
a quick look at how this revolution got started and when 
it’s likely to take off.

In the late 1800s the telephone was invented, but it 
wasn’t until the 1920s that it took off. It made it feasible 
for businesses to have multiple local locations.

In the 1920s commercial air travel was born, but it 
wasn’t until the 1950s that it was popularized. Once again, 
a 20–30 year lag time before the systemic changes arrived. 
Once air travel was widely available, we saw the birth of 
national and international companies.

In the 1930s, along came TV. However, most people be-
lieve it was a 1950s phenomenon; again a 20-year lag time. 
Television gave birth to the brand. Whoever dominated the 
airwaves dominated people’s spending habits.
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Jump forward to the late 1960s and you will see the 
first computers. It wasn’t until the 1980s, however, that 
computers were being purchased by a significant number 
of businesses or individuals.

You might not have spotted it right away but, if you 
looked closely, in the 1980s and 1990s people were begin-
ning to use their computers in home-based business.

These home-based businesses might have been tiny, but 
they didn’t necessarily appear so. For the first time in over 
100 years, small businesses could be just as competitive as 
large businesses.

In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee came up with the world wide 
web and the internet was born. Again, it took close to 20 
years for the majority to adopt it, and I was surprised to 
discover that, even in 2010, over 20% of people in the UK 
still didn’t have broadband internet connection at home.

In 1998, Google made the whole web searchable. Any-
thing you want, anyone you need, any question you have, 
all discovered in a matter of seconds.

In 2004, social media was born, democratizing informa-
tion in a way that enabled people who shared common 
interests to find each other and share ideas as never before.

In 2008, cloud computing was born, giving rise to the 
“virtual business.” Staff and customers can be anywhere in 
the world and the business is exactly the same. Work can 
be done from home, teams can be spaced out globally and 
no one cares.

Twenty to thirty years. That’s the lag time for business 
to really catch on.
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We’re just seeing the effects of the internet in 2010. 
We’ll probably see the true effects of Google around 2020, 
and the impact of the social web and cloud computing in 
2030 and beyond.

We don’t need to wait though; we know what’s going 
to happen.

All of this technology can make a small business look 
big. It makes micro-niches accessible. It levels the playing 
field.

So, let’s be honest. Where would you rather work? 
Would you like to work in a soulless company that cares 
only about its balance sheet and treats you like a number? 
Or, instead, would you like to be part of a small, dynamic 
team of creative people who are servicing the needs of a 
niche you feel passionate about?

An entrepreneur is not just the founder of the business. 
In my opinion, founders get too much credit. An entrepre-
neur is someone who makes valuable things happen and 
who takes full responsibility for their success or failure.

In that context, high-performing entrepreneurial teams 
can only exist because the “entrepreneurship” is shared by 
the leaders, managers and team members and not just the 
person who started the business entity.

Your goal in the Entrepreneur Revolution is to create 
value, to take on meaningful work and to care deeply about 
what you are involved in.

Would you like to work for a company that says “we 
can’t spend shareholders’ money on community projects and 
we can’t waste money on buying ethically produced inputs”?
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Or would you like to work for a company that says, “We 
care. End of story. If we can make a positive impact, it’s more 
important than squeezing out every last cent of profit.”

Chances are, if you are a top performer, you want to 
work somewhere that you are recognized and where you 
feel that the work you do makes a difference.

If you’re an entrepreneur, then this is your time. Never 
in history has there been a better time for you to start and 
grow a business, that brings excitement to the workplace 
and makes an inspiring difference to the world.

And so the Entrepreneur Revolution will take place. 
There’s no point fighting it. It’s happening.

This book is designed to help you to transition out of 
the old and into the new. It’s designed to get you ahead of 
the curve, seeing the future and making the most of it.

Just like the farmers had to change the way they viewed 
the world or they would end up as factory fodder, we too 
must change. We must develop a more entrepreneurial 
nature.

We must wake up the part of ourselves that is OK with 
change, that loves a challenge, that takes responsibility and 
that cares.

We must cease being “factory workers” and start being 
entrepreneurs.

To see Daniel talk about the Entrepreneur Revolution visit:

www.entrevo.com/talk-er
 





Chapter 2

the rise of the Global 
small business

Not too long from now, almost every business will be a 
multinational. Tiny little businesses will behave big. 

There will be millions of “global small businesses.”
The global small business (GSB) isn’t like a big global 

business, and neither is it like a traditional small business. 
As the name suggests, this is a business that typically has 
less than 20 staff but isn’t limited by geography. It can reach 
into cities all over the world and can easily be making mil-
lions in sales despite a relatively small headcount.

Most commonly, GSBs will be service providers, or 
offer intangible products like software and information. 
However, many will also sell high-value physical products 
that can be sent whizzing all over the globe to customers 
in faraway cities.

A lot of GSBs will also have valuable intellectual prop-
erty that they license to their “local partners.”
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Global small businesses will have incredibly well de-
veloped brands compared to traditional small businesses, 
making them look much bigger than they are. It will be 
clear what these businesses value; their “look and feel” will 
be consistent across several social media platforms.

They will be built around a “micro-niche.” Rather than 
being a business for “health and wellness” they will be for 
“vegetarian marathon runners” or “triathlon mums.”

A GSB can function in the tiniest of niches and go miles 
deep with its clients (or its “tribe,” as author, Seth Godin 
would say).

GSBs will be great with digital media. They will interact 
with the world through video on the web, articles, audio 
podcasts, downloads, streaming live events, slideshows, 
blogs, tweets and communities.

A GSB will revolve around the special talents of a few 
key people of influence. The business will outsource almost 
every function that is not clearly creating value.

Inside the team will be communications experts and 
product designers. The one common thread is that you 
MUST share the passion of the business if you want to be 
on the team.

These GSB teams might not be in the same geographi-
cal location. They will communicate on instant messaging 
platforms, market themselves using social media, manage 
their operations in the cloud and be based wherever it 
makes sense from a tax and IP protection standpoint (I 
predict Singapore and Luxembourg being front runners).
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The GSBs will have their top talent working from home 
offices and meeting in rented boardrooms on a weekly or 
monthly basis. Due to multiple time zones the edges of 
work and play will blur. Performance will be more impor-
tant than hours clocked – “the only truth is the results” is 
the new mantra for managing employees of GSBs.

GSBs will become an attractive alternative to white 
collar employment. Professionals like lawyers, accountants, 
consultants and managers will define a micro-niche and 
then leave traditional employment in favour of their own 
GSB start-up, or join a GSB that stirs up their underlying 
passion.

Lifestyle and flexibility will be a huge advantage for a 
GSB. Correctly structured, the owners of GSBs will pay 
little tax compared to their employee counterparts. Many 
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GSB owners will split their time living in 2–3 locations to 
avoid income tax altogether.

Having a GSB will create an enviable lifestyle. A GSB 
isn’t like having a traditional, local small business that pre-
vents the owner from travelling and limits the money they 
can make to the local economy.

A GSB, on the contrary, expands as you travel and is 
only limited by the size of the micro-niche and the creativ-
ity of the team. Many GSBs will earn millions in revenue 
and have only a few staff (some of whom will be based 
in low-labour-cost countries like the Philippines, India or 
Thailand). For this reason, many GSB owners will earn 
seven-figure salaries with comparative ease.

The GSB is an exciting new category of business to look 
out for in the decade ahead as the barriers to entry drop for 
doing business across borders.

Your next project might be for a GSB. You might even 
be setting up one for yourself.

There’s a good chance, if you’re reading a book like this, 
that I may bump into you a few years from now and you 
will be living fully in the Entrepreneur Revolution enjoying 
the benefits of your GSB.

You’ll have the power to log into your business from 
your smartphone anywhere in the world. You will be able to 
see sales figures, workflow and financials instantly.

You will probably have a company based in a low tax 
environment but have customers all over the world. You 
will probably spend a lot of your time travelling around on 
a working holiday.
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Your business won’t sleep. You’ll be making money 24/7 
and you’ll have clients in time zones that wrap around the 
world.

All of this is made possible by the times we are in. The 
foundations have been laid for people like yourself to unfold 
your passion into a highly functional business that delivers 
a ton of value to the world.

it’s time to choose

It sounds idealistic. However, it’s entirely realistic. These are 
the times we live in. You have the power and the choice to 
leave the Industrial Revolution model of employment and 
step into an age of empowerment and enterprise.

For the next 50 years, the two systems will still co-exist 
side by side and it will be your choice which one you want 
to operate in.

Already I attend dinner parties with both groups of 
people. On one side of the table are my friends working 
in corporations (white collar factories). They steer the 
conversation towards issues of job security and retirement. 
They complain that they aren’t fulfilled in their work, they 
find it hard to move up the ladder and they aren’t able to 
save enough money for the holidays, retirement and lifestyle 
they want.

On the other side of the table are my entrepreneurial 
friends. Times are good for them and getting better. They 
talk about their latest product launch, their new technology 
and the freedom it’s brought them. They are in control 
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of their destiny and feel fulfilled in life. Also, they have 
discovered that they can make exponentially more money 
in their own business than in a job, and they don’t ever feel 
the need to retire.

The Industrial Revolution model is a slowly dying ani-
mal. It’s fundamentally not right for the times we live in. The 
entrepreneurial GSB is nimble, dynamic and rewarding.

The choice is in your hands. Do you want to let go fully 
of the past and embrace these revolutionary times we are in, 
or do you want to try to do things the way they’ve always 
been done?

now is the time to choose

Right now, we are at a cusp in history. It’s a revolutionary 
time.

Technology, since the year 2000, has been building and 
building like a giant wave. This wave has grown in size and 
speed thanks to something called “convergence.”

Convergence is when several unrelated ideas bump into 
each other and create massive, unpredictable results.

Digital cameras meet mobile phones and create camera 
phones. Camera phones meet social networking and, sud-
denly, news breaks on Twitter rather than on CNN.

Touch screens meet ultra-thin lithium batteries and 
iPads are born. iPads meet digital book libraries and the 
publishing industry radically shifts.
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Google Maps bumps into precise sensor technology, 
packaged inside electric cars, and suddenly vehicles don’t 
need human drivers.

Huge breakthrough technologies are all bumping into 
each other. Smartphones, cloud computing, voice recogni-
tion, social influence, collaborative workspace, tablet PCs, 
cheap travel, resource capacity sharing, free video conferenc-
ing, RDF chips, emerging middle class consumers in Asia, 
crowdfunding, automation, robots, DNA sequencing, 3D 
printing, self-checkout, intuitive user experience, automated 
intelligence, gesture recognition, open source operating sys-
tems, multi-device ecosystems, face recognition … and the 
list goes on and on.

Each of these ideas, on its own, has the power to shift 
industries; but it’s bigger than that. These technologies are 
all bumping into each other!

A great wave of change is about to seriously take off 
and a wedge will be driven between two classes of people.

1. Those who are surfing this wave into the Entrepreneur 
Revolution.

2. Those who are clinging to the Industrial Revolution and 
are in serious trouble whether they know it or not.

The surfers are the ones who embrace change, are future 
focused and who have positioned themselves to catch the 
wave and have fun with it.
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Those who are in trouble are unaware of what’s happen-
ing, happily clinging to old ways of doing things, expecting 
their future to be much the same as the past.

As dramatic as it sounds, I genuinely believe there’s 
now just a brief window of time for people to “get with the 
programme” or risk getting left behind.

If you’re reading this book, I dare say you’re at the very 
least curious about stepping away from the old paradigms 
and towards the new.

If so, let’s begin to take some steps forward into the 
Entrepreneur Revolution. If you’re ready, turn the page and 
let’s begin the journey.



Chapter 3

Let’s Look at the system

When I look around, I see people living according to a 
system that makes very little sense to me anymore.

I see people giving up the best part of their day, to push 
power to a vision that doesn’t inspire them, for a small 
amount of money that barely affords them an exciting life.

I see people who are stuck with mortgages that limit 
every decision they make. People who live in towns that 
they chose because they grew up there (but never looked 
anywhere else).

I notice some people who have friends they don’t respect 
or admire. They are friends just because they have always 
been friends.

I see people who hold ideas, religious or otherwise, that 
don’t really make a lot of sense to them but they believe 
because everyone else does.

So many people are living by their past decisions. Or, 
even worse, they are living by someone else’s past decisions.

Over the last 150 years that hasn’t been such a bad 
thing. The Industrial Revolution set the tone; working for 
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a factory or a big corporation was the norm. As a worker 
you needed to be on site every day from 8:30am to 5:30pm, 
travel was something you had to squeeze into your annual 
leave, fun was something you could look forward to when 
you were too old for it.

The Industrial Revolution caused a massive shift in the 
way we live. Prior to this factory age, we were all entrepre-
neurs. We were butchers, bakers and candlestick makers. We 
knew the names of our customers, people knew our names 
(in fact they made our names from our little businesses – 
Robert Butcher, John Baker, Sally Candlestickmaker).

Then, along came the machines. Steam engines, cars, 
sewing machines, tractors and the like. Forward thinking 
people, who could afford to buy machines, multiplied their 
wealth and made vast fortunes. Those who didn’t have the 
means were swept up onto the factory floor to become face-
less, nameless corporate slaves.

Once again the world is changing. The internet changes 
everything. It gives everyone new powers to create from 
anywhere in the world. It gives you a TV station for free, a 
radio station for free, a daily publication for free and a way 
of selling products and services for free. It takes your ideas 
and products and distributes them for you globally.

It allows you to make money from tiny, silly little ideas.
Radically, it allows people to make money from their 

passion. An idea that seems so foreign to so many.
What is to come will be called the “Entrepreneur Revo-

lution” many years from now.
This is a new age, where people are free to earn while 

they explore. Their personal breakthroughs, their journey of 
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self-discovery and their expression of creativity will replace 
the daily grind of the workplace.

At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution a fac-
tory cost a fortune to set up. Now the “factory” costs a few 
thousand dollars to set up. To be in business today requires 
you to have a laptop, a phone and an idea.

This simple fact has given birth to a new breed of per-
son: part owner, part worker, part artist. The new breed of 
entrepreneurs has arrived.

Big companies will find it hard to compete with small 
ones. Small companies will reinvent themselves almost 
every year or two. People will matter again, causes will 
matter again and maybe we will see a world that works for 
a lot more people.

For me, this has been a discovery I have witnessed 
first-hand.

I am an entrepreneur. In fact, I’ve never had a traditional 
job with a secure annual wage in my life.

I grew up in a beachside town in Australia. As a teenager 
I worked at McDonald’s, I delivered pizza, I went door-to-
door selling and I worked behind a bar.

All through my teen years I wanted to be an entrepre-
neur. I read books about business, I read business magazines 
and I collected articles about entrepreneurs who had been 
successful.

At 19 I went to university to study business. I believed 
that I would be rubbing shoulders with multi-millionaire 
entrepreneurs and learning about how to raise big money, 
grow fast and exit big.
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I was disappointed at university. None of my lecturers 
had built or sold businesses. Most of them were struggling.

At age 20, I dropped out of university to work directly 
for a successful entrepreneur. I shadowed him for almost 
two years. I learned all about sales, marketing, product crea-
tion, team building and managing fast growth. It was exactly 
the kind of learning I had wanted from university!

I founded my first company at 22 years old after two 
years of apprenticeship in a fast-growth marketing business.

I created a highly niched marketing business special-
izing in event marketing and sales follow-up. By 25, I had 
a team of over 15 people and we were generating millions 
in sales.

At 25, I decided to expand internationally and set up an 
office in London. We generated millions in sales in the first 
year despite being warned that London was a tough city.

In my late 20s, business took me all over the world. 
I visited dozens of countries, did deals, worked alongside 
some awe-inspiring entrepreneurs and rubbed shoulders 
with my childhood heroes.

At age 29, I wrote a book called Key Person of Influence. 
It became a business best-seller and it put me in contact 
with thousands of entrepreneurs.

As a result, we set up a business growth accelerator 
specializing in small service businesses. Within three years 
we were set up in multiple countries, helping hundreds of 
entrepreneurs to grow their businesses with support from 
some of the world’s most successful business leaders who 
are part of the programme. Without a doubt, it’s been an 
exciting journey thus far.
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Along the way, I have set up side ventures, I’ve bought 
and sold businesses and I’ve raised money and invested in 
all sorts of enterprises. I’ve also used my businesses to raise 
hundreds of thousands of dollars for charities.

I’ve had some stunning wins and some cringeworthy 
flops (I’ve learned more from the flops than the wins). I’ve 
formed some deep friendships through the extreme ups and 
downs. I’ve also had some intense fights.

I’ve witnessed a huge shift in the way business is done 
in just ten years. From what I’ve witnessed first-hand, I 
feel very strongly that the world is going through a radical 
transformation.

Had I been slightly older, I would have been more es-
tablished when the internet came along and I might have 
missed out on being part of the digital trends over the last 
ten years. I wouldn’t have paid enough attention to the 
radical shifts that the internet has caused.

Had I been much younger, I would have started in busi-
ness focused only on digital trends. I wouldn’t have seen 
the big shifts because I wouldn’t have had any grounding 
in traditional business.

As it happened, I got into business at the right age and 
the right time to witness a radical shift. It’s an incredible 
shift that I refer to as the “Entrepreneur Revolution.”

Today I live the Entrepreneur Revolution lifestyle. I 
travel the world, I earn money from my global small busi-
nesses, my time is my own, I raise money for causes that 
matter to me and I feel a huge sense of freedom.
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When I want to take a break I can, when I want to 
attend an exciting event I do, if I want to buy something 
special I don’t need to think about the money.

Better still, almost every day I get emails from clients 
saying they love working with us, they want to recommend 
us and they feel we’ve made a difference to them.

I have an awesome team. My business partners are my 
closest friends, we have incredibly talented people who have 
been proudly creating with us for years. We have charity 
partners who are now expanding their reach as a result of 
the partnership we have with them.

I’m not saying all that to be boastful, I’m saying it be-
cause I feel it has come as a result of being tapped into the 
Entrepreneur Revolution. As the industrial age comes to an 
end, the entrepreneurial age is in full swing.

I owe my lifestyle to the new emerging world. I owe it 
to the internet being everywhere, valuable digital services 
being cheap or free, the cloud making my enterprise in-
stantly global and living in an age of collaboration.

Everything indicates this isn’t a blip on the radar. It’s all 
getting better and easier as I let go fully of the industrial-
ized worker mindset and fully embrace the Entrepreneur 
Revolution that’s taking place.

Living in the Entrepreneur Revolution, it seems per-
fectly normal to live a life that’s very free.

It’s a foreign idea to wake up to an alarm, to have a 
person who I think of as my boss, or to ask permission to 
get on a plane and go away for a week.
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Through the miraculous technology of Facebook, I have 
kept contact with my friends who haven’t busted loose yet; 
the people who got good grades and then got good jobs. I 
see that behind the great corporate titles are very boring 
jobs. Behind the annual holidays are people sitting at their 
desks most of the year counting down the days until the 
next break comes around.

It’s a choice. Times have changed and we live in a unique 
time where if you want a steady job you can have one or if 
you want to make just as much money doing whatever you 
like, whenever you like, with whoever you like, you can do 
that too.

It’s just as much effort to hold down a good job today 
as it is to be completely free as a bird. It’s just a choice you 
make. Do you want to live according to the rules of the 
Industrial Revolution or the Entrepreneur Revolution?

This book is designed for people who want to live by a 
set of new rules. The Entrepreneur Revolution rules.

If you’re still reading, I’m sure you want to fully embrace 
the time we’re in and live by these new rules. However, it’s 
not quite as simple as it sounds.

In the same way that your computer can’t function 
properly without upgrading its software, you must also be 
willing to delete some old files from your mind and install 
some new (somewhat radical) ideas.

In the next few chapters we’re going to take a critical 
look at the current system, and I’m going to suggest some 
ways to break out of it.
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When you’re ready to shake up your world with some 
fresh ideas, read over the next few chapters. I will take you 
on a journey. It’s the journey I have been on and I will give 
you the lessons that I learned along the way.

Some of the lessons you might already agree with. Some 
may challenge you. Some may give you the key to the lock 
that opens the door to a whole new way of being – if only 
you’re willing to try them out. Let’s take a look.

It’s a system that’s no longer right for us

It’s time we had a very honest conversation about the in-
dustrialized system we have bought into. It’s a system that 
transformed humanity more than any other. As a result 
of the Industrial Revolution we have better health, more 
wealth and technology.

The Industrial Revolution is an awe-inspiring time in his-
tory. However, I believe it’s a system that no longer serves you.

The system is made up of rules and ideas that were perfect 
for the Industrial Revolution but they are no longer right for 
people who choose to live in the Entrepreneur Revolution.

The Industrial Revolution needed workers to perform 
meaningless, repetitive tasks. It needed lots of them.

The Entrepreneur Revolution needs people who are 
passionate, free thinking, inspired innovators. The systems 
and rules for creating people like that are different to the 
rules used to create industrialized workers.

Let’s take three simple ideas: ideas that work when ap-
plied to the Industrial Revolution but don’t serve you in the 
Entrepreneur Revolution.
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1. “Work hard now and you will get your rewards later.”
2. “Work isn’t meant to be fun.”
3. “Do your homework to prove how smart you are.”

These are just three examples I use to show how differently 
you must start to think if you’re going to take full advantage 
of the times we are in.

Just like it was explained in the movie The Matrix, the 
system creeps up on you and it hums along in the back-
ground like a motor; most people can’t see it, hear it, feel it 
and they certainly don’t think about it.

Let’s start with the first simple idea.

old Idea: Work hard now and you will get your rewards later

This idea is in religion, in institutional work, in govern-
ments, in schools and many other places you look; the idea 
that you should make sacrifices now for some far-off reward 
in the future.

It isn’t the case. Right here, in this moment, is all your 
power, all your joy, all your life force. You have no power in 
the future or in the past, it’s all here in this moment.

When you are present to your true feelings, you make 
better choices. When you project yourself into the future or 
the past you lose your power.

I’m not talking about people who are following an in-
spired path where they love the journey and they also have 
a big goal in mind (like an Olympic athlete or a start-up 
business). Even though the rewards are in the future, these 
people are engaged just as much in their present journey.
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When I talk about people who are paralyzed by the “jam 
tomorrow game,” I’m talking about people who are stuck 
doing something they hate because they think some day it 
will pay off and the rewards will be worth it.

Agents of the Industrial Revolution controlled work-
ers with the idea that in the future they would have great 
rewards for their labour if they suffered now. Far too often, 
people put their real dreams on hold so they can work more 
for their industrial-age employer.

Here’s the newsflash: if you’re doing something you hate, 
I’m here to tell you your sacrifice probably won’t deliver a 
pay-off in the future. You will probably just spend a whole 
lifetime making sacrifices and then get resentful that you’re 
too old to do the things that really matter to you.

If you continue to sacrifice, you will probably realize 
after it’s too late that a great life is made up of great days.

New Idea: there is no pay day, there’s just life

Reading this, you might start to feel annoyed. You might 
think that sacrificing now for a distant reward is just the 
way it is and that I am mad for suggesting otherwise.

So, let’s question it. Take a look around at those of your 
friends who are sacrificing now so they can get ahead later. 
Is it actually paying off for them? Does it matter if they are 
30, 40 or 50 years old? Is it working?

What about you? Are you playing the “delayed gratifica-
tion game” by putting things off for the future, and how is 
it working out for you?
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Surely, if this idea worked, it would be really starting to 
show signs of producing results by now, right? Surely if you 
have been putting off big dreams for 15 years there would 
be some pretty big rewards starting to stack up already … 
surely if this idea works you could see the evidence starting 
to show?

For most people I speak to it hasn’t started to show up 
in a big way … and if it has, the sacrifice wasn’t worth it. 
They gave up the best part of their 20s and 30s only to spark 
a reckless midlife crisis later in life.

I have spoken to countless people who get themselves 
in debt in their 20s, trying to “get ahead” through home 
ownership. The mortgage was crippling and property didn’t 
perform the way it did for the baby boomers. By the time 
they get their head back above water, they feel unable to 
take financial risks ever again and they are very keen to play 
catch-ups on lost holidays. They end up in a confused state.

When I probe into a person’s best choice, more often 
than not it arose from being brave and seizing the moment. 
Rarely do people achieve momentous things because they 
hesitated and put off what their heart was calling them to do.

For me the idea of passing up the most virile, energetic 
years of my life so I can take a few Euro-getaway tours in 
my 70s is a complete non-starter. It’s crazy! Why play golf 
when you could have played anything? Why wait until you 
are too old to do the things you are waiting to do?

Why cash in the nest egg when you could have been free 
as a bird in the first place?
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One reason is fear. We are scared of living in the present 
because of what might happen in the future.

Ironically, from a place of centredness, here in the pre-
sent, we have our most authentic and powerful visions for 
the future.

The place to plan your future is in the present. The best 
place is on the beach or in a forest or in a rooftop penthouse 
apartment. If you are inspired you will create an inspired vi-
sion. If you are fearful you will create a vision based on miti-
gating your fear. It will be about scarcity and not abundance.

I’m not saying that you don’t have goals, dreams and 
plans. I’m saying that you are living in a time where they 
can happen now, not later.

We are stuck with remnants of the industrialized 
worker mentality. We think it’s wrong to have fun all day, 
it’s wasteful to sit and think, it’s somehow bad to question 
authority. All of those ideas were taught to you at school or 
in your first apprentice programme.

old Idea: Work isn’t meant to be fun

My grandfather worked hard. He was a factory technician 
making copper cable. It was hard work, in hot tin sheds 
with loud machines.

My grandfather got injured at work. He almost blinded 
himself when sparks flew in his face. Another time he 
chopped off a big chunk of his finger when he was operat-
ing heavy machinery. He didn’t take time off, he was back 
at work the next day.
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Apparently this was a good thing. It proved how hard 
he was willing to work and that getting work done was 
most important.

He got promoted to a junior manager, a foreman, then a 
middle manager. Eventually he became the general manager 
of the whole factory.

He never expected that work would be fun, he had his 
weekends for that. On weekends he liked to play golf or go 
fishing. Golf and fishing were fun, work was hard. Simple.

New Idea: Fun Builds your Business 

In the Entrepreneur Revolution it doesn’t have to be that 
way. If he were alive today, and so inclined, my grandpa 
could easily make golf and fishing a business. He could 
build a website, he could invent products, he could have 
a community of like-minded people who subscribe to his 
tips, he could be an affiliate for other great products that 
he discovers.

Today he could join a team anywhere in the world and 
work from home. His passion, combined with his methodi-
cal approach, could make him invaluable to a Global Small 
Business.

Today, working hard probably indicates you are doing 
something functional, not something valuable.

People who thrive in the Entrepreneur Revolution don’t 
work hard. They create, they get stuff done, they make 
things happen, they organize change, they drive projects, 
they engineer results.
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Sometimes this requires dedicated effort, sometimes it 
takes time to work the angles, often there’s many conversa-
tions to be had. However, it’s not “work” that is being done. 
At least not in the traditional sense.

old Idea: Work hard to prove how smart you are

One of the first rules you learn in school is that it’s wrong 
to look to others for answers. If you pay a smart kid to do 
your maths homework, you’re a cheat. If you find someone 
who’s done the work before and use it, you’re a cheat. If 
you have answers to problems and you sell them to others, 
you’re a cheat.

Why on earth is all that called cheating? These are 
valuable skills as an entrepreneur. True entrepreneurs don’t 
try to do their own homework, they find the best people 
they can afford to do it for them.

In school, if you see your friend has come up with a 
great answer to a problem, and you then copy it or improve 
upon it, you are labelled a copycat.

The kid who “improved upon a competitor’s best prac-
tices” gets punished and nothing happens to the kid who 
left his “intellectual property unprotected.”

We should punish the child who created valuable 
answers but carelessly left them to be discovered by the 
competition. That would more accurately reflect the real 
world today.

New Idea: smart people surround themselves With smarter people 

Being smart in business is about finding the best people to 
work with you. You don’t show how smart you are by having 
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every answer; you show how smart you are by having access 
to every answer.

In business we reward the person who can find the 
answers quickly and who can use them to innovate in a new 
way. Why not at school? Why were you taught that this sort 
of behaviour is wrong?

The reason is simple. School is designed to create indus-
trialized workers, not entrepreneurs.

If you went to school, you are probably riddled with old 
ideas that don’t serve you in the new times we’re entering. 
In the next chapter we will expose some more of them and 
attempt to flush a few out. If you are ready to get rid of some 
old industrial worker ideas and replace them with dynamic 
entrepreneurial ideas, then read on.

activity: selfish little plebs

Let’s play a game.

Pick a number. This number is an amount of money you 

want to spend in the next 12 months. It should be a number 

that at least satisfies all your wants and needs for the next 

year but isn’t greedy.

Imagine that any number you write, as if by magic, will be 

yours to do with as you wish without further conditions. You 

can write any amount you want as long as you aren’t greedy.

Choose the amount you want and write it down:

$ ___________________

NOTE: Do it now, don’t read on until you’ve got a number in 

mind.
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How much did you choose? Was it twice your salary, 
three times or did you go wild and write down something 
like a telephone number?

The instructions were clear. You had to choose a num-
ber that isn’t “greedy.”

If you wrote down a number less than a billion dollars 
I’m disappointed and we have a lot of work to do on your 
“empire building” mindset. Less than a billion indicates that 
you are too greedy and selfish to be fully functional in the 
Entrepreneur Revolution.

too “greedy” and “selfish”!?

Why would I accuse you of that (if you wrote down less 
than a billion)? After all, if you are like most people your 
number was probably modest, you didn’t ask for vast sums, 
you were reasonable.

Well, here is the thing. I said “an amount that would 
satisfy all your wants and needs.”

If you only thought about your own personal desires, 
you’re amount would be a small amount. It would be greedy. 
If you thought about your family, the amount would be big-
ger but still fairly small. If you thought about the big issues 
we face as a planet your amount would have been trillions!

Choosing a bigger amount would allow you to impact 
more people.

I am really hoping you have wants and needs that extend 
past you and your family. I hope you want to save rainforests, 
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end hunger in faraway countries, influence government 
policy, set up foundations, empower people, rescue animals 
or something much bigger than yourself.

You just can’t do that with an amount like £5 million.
With £5million you could have a nice home, a nice car, 

a nice holiday, make a nice little donation and invest a nice 
little amount for your future and pay some nice taxes.

That is it. You’re barely able to do nice things for your 
extended family, your community, your local elderly, your 
local environment.

My answer is a little different. 
I answer that question like this:
“I want the most amount of money that I can receive 

as a result of me being true to my authentic passions and 
inspirations.”

If I am lucky enough to be like Bill Gates and my pas-
sion makes me a billionaire then I will rise to the challenges 
that billions calls for. I may also do what he did and run one 
of the biggest charitable foundations on the planet too … if 
that is my authentic passion.

If my passion makes only a small amount of money but 
I am self-governing, free and I am an inspiration to myself 
and others then I will accept that too.

The important point is that it’s not selfish to have a lot 
of spare time or a lot of spare cash. It’s selfish to indulge all 
of your time doing something that neither serves or inspires 
anyone and then make a boring amount of money that only 
barely compensates you for your time.
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the poor mindset is the greedy mindset

If you ask a rich person, “What would you do for £1000?” 
they would say, “It’s not about the money.”

If you ask a poor person, “What will you do for £1000?” 
they quickly demonstrate how easily they are bought. For a 
£1000 most people will give up the best part of their week 
for a vision that doesn’t inspire them, working with people 
they barely care about and perform a role that is repetitive 
and dull. Most people will stay in a job they hate if the 
money is good enough.

In my opinion it is the poor minded person who is 
greedy for money, addicted to money; a slave to the filthy 
lucre.

It is the people with a rich mindset who are mostly 
indifferent to the stuff. They are only interested in their 
vision, their passion, their companions, their adventure.

In the Entrepreneur Revolution, you must be true to 
your convictions. If you’re easily bought, you’ll end up stuck 
in a dead-end job.

a state of money or a state of mind?

Of course, it is all just a state of mind. However, it affects 
your most important decisions. It is a choice you can make 
at any time. Naturally, you will need a vision, a passion, an 
adventure … but that will come later in this book. For now 
I still have a few points I need to make.
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activity: What do you do for a living?

What do you currently do for a living? Write it down:

_____________________

NOTE: Don’t read on until you have written down your answer.

What did you write? Did you put down sales executive, 
area manager, apprentice plumber, tree surgeon, town plan-
ner, activist or architect?

Did you write down your job? Your occupation? Your 
source of income?

Why? Why did you write that? Why do most people 
think that what they do for income is what keeps them alive.

It’s not! What keeps you alive is not your job title.
If you ask an American Inuit tribesman what he does 

for a living he will look at you strangely and say, “I breathe.”
At least in the short term. After that I guess he will 

need some water, some good food, a good night’s rest and an 
active day filled with a sense of adventure to keep him living.

After 200 years of conditioning we now answer with 
our job title.

The factory owners of the Industrial Revolution wanted 
their staff to be clear of one thing: “working in my factory 
keeps you alive, I give you your living.” They wanted us to 
fear leaving the factory so they could pay people just enough 
to survive.
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This is now a silly belief. Are you really scared of stop-
ping breathing, or having access to water, food and shelter? 
I gave up my fear of that a long time ago. If you are reading 
this book you are probably lucky enough to be in the small 
percentage of the world’s population that will not starve or 
go thirsty even if you really mess up. You have family, friends 
and welfare to fall back on until you get your wits about you.

In the Entrepreneur Revolution we kiss goodbye to this 
irrational survival fear of “not having enough to live.” We 
have built up a fear that what we do for income is keeping 
us alive; but now we must move beyond it. It isn’t logical 
and it doesn’t serve us anymore.

It is an idea that the wealthy families don’t have. If you 
asked Prince Charles what he did for a living he would 
probably be quite confused. When you explained that 
you were asking about how he sustained his place in the 
economy, he would tell you that he is royalty and has an 
empire and he reigns over it. It’s unlikely he thinks he “works 
at the palace for a living.”

Even self-made people are different. They all hate being 
asked that question. As an entrepreneur who’s passionate 
about their business it doesn’t feel like you’re doing things 
to “make a living” and survive. The truth is you do a lot of 
stuff and it all seems to be in service of a vision you have. 
The truth is that wealthy people kind of “reign” over their 
little empires more than they “work for a crust.”

If you asked me what I physically do for income my an-
swer isn’t so simple. I now have multiple business interests, 
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I am an international public speaker, I’m an author, I have 
investments … it is my little empire.

And, more to the point, it’s not about the income! I do 
this stuff because it’s in line with my vision, it’s part of my 
adventure and I am inspired to do it. It just so happens that 
it produces income as well.

None of it makes me feel like I’m scraping out a living. 
I don’t have to show up for work; I want to play this game.

So the big takeaway from this little chapter is simple.
We need to start thinking differently. We must stop 

thinking like workers and start thinking like entrepreneurs.
When you think about what you do for a living you 

start to think about your passion, your purpose and your 
vision. Don’t think about your job, your income and your 
pension plan.

When you think bigger you will cease to be an unimpor-
tant worker who’s surviving, you’ll become an entrepreneur 
who is building an empire.





Chapter 4

Meet your entrepreneur 
Brain

Your brain controls the way you think and the way you 
think controls what you do.

What you do, largely gives you the results you see in 
the outside world (including your bank balance, your house, 
your car, the types of holidays you go on and the difference 
you make).

So, if you want to consistently make things happen, it’s 
vitally important that we take a look at the brain and how 
it’s wired.

The brain is incredibly complex, and an exciting piece 
of kit to learn about properly. If you happen to be a brain-
scientist forgive me for oversimplifying things but what I am 
about to discuss is designed to be useful for entrepreneurs 
rather than accurate to brain-scientists.

There are three key parts of your “entrepreneur brain”:
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1. The Reptile: the survival part of your brain that has you 
see the world as a dangerous place where most people 
and most things can’t be trusted. Its main purpose is to 
make sure that you can escape and survive any dangerous 
or stressful situation.

2. The Monkey: the functional worker part of your brain 
that has you see the world as a set of challenges and 
problems for you to play with and explore while you ride 
the emotional highs and lows that they make you feel.

3. The Empire Builder (or Humanitarian if you prefer): 
the empire builder/humanitarian part of your brain has 
you see the world as a deeply connected place that you 
can transform in a meaningful way.
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Don’t let the reptile run your life

If you operate from the primitive, survival part of your 
brain, you can expect to live like a reptile. Reptiles don’t have 
many friends, they eat flies, they don’t evolve and they feel 
the cold when the winters of life come around.

Operating from the survival brain gives you more 
scarcity in the times we are living in. This part of the 
brain has no empathy for others, a skill that is vital in 
“value creation.” The reptile isn’t able to reason effectively 
and it has no concept of time. It’s not a logical or strategic 
part of the brain, it’s programmed to seek out situations 
that seem good for immediate survival with as little effort 
as possible.

Unfortunately it’s easily fooled in these modern times. 
It’s the part of the brain that will gamble on slot machines 
for hours on end, trading small coins for the hope of many 
coins, but it will never compute the folly of this activity.

It’s the part of the brain that will hope for “passive 
income” and will sacrifice relationships and genuine oppor-
tunities in exchange for a shot at “having an endless stream 
of ‘flies that land in your mouth’ every day on their own.”

The reptile believes the only resources that exist are 
those it can touch right now. If it can’t see money, there’s no 
money. If it can’t see food, there’s no food.

The reptile will destroy everything around itself if it 
thinks it will bring an immediate benefit to its survival. If 
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you have ever lashed out at someone close to you, if you 
have ever smashed something valuable or sent a venomous 
email that later cost you dearly, it was you “going reptile.”

the monkey brain

The monkey brain isn’t much better than the reptile brain 
if you want to achieve success as an entrepreneur.

If you operate from the purely functional part of your 
brain, you will live like a monkey. You will have friends and 
you will be able to perform repetitive tasks, but most of 
what you do will not be very meaningful in the long term. 
You will enjoy nit-picking, and you will stay amused with 
very simple things.

The monkey brain loves to experience peak emotions 
like anger, sadness, happiness, surprise, sexual arousal and 
excitement. You can keep the monkey brain occupied for 
years by just stimulating peak emotions on a daily basis.
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The monkey believes the only resources that it can ac-
cess are those it’s been told it can access. If you tell the 
monkey it earns £45,000 a year, it believes that’s all there 
is. If you tell the monkey it has a credit card limit of £3500, 
that’s it until a letter arrives from the bank saying that it’s 
now £4000!

If you’ve ever gotten addicted to drama, caught up in 
meaningless repetitive endeavors or become a real party 
animal – that was you “going monkey.”

the empire builder

If you want to build an empire, you need to access your 
empire building brain.

If you operate from the empire builder part of your 
brain you will live like an emperor. You will develop a space 
that is truly your own, people will be honored to share 
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conversations with you, you will solve big important prob-
lems and make a difference to many people.

The empire builder part of your brain has great amounts 
of empathy, logic, reasoning and higher consciousness. 
These are all great skills for building an empire.

You’re empire builder brain has a capacity, quite literally, 
to love the world. It can connect with people and events over 
vast distances. It can calculate future events, it can draw 
unique insights from your own past or even the stories of 
others and naturally devise strategies. It’s wise beyond the 
comprehension of the monkey or the reptile.

While reptiles believe in resources they can touch and 
monkeys believe what they are told, the empire builder 
believes in the resources it can have influence over.

An empire builder believes that their empire grows 
when they have greater influence over resources but they 
care not who technically “owns” the resource.
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Richard Branson sees the media as a resource because 
he has mastered such influence over the media, but he 
doesn’t own it.

If you have ever had moments of pure inspiration where 
you feel anything is possible, you want to start a movement 
and do something meaningful for humanity, you were hav-
ing an “empire builder” moment.

Here’s the problem. The brain was built in such a way 
that the lower parts of the mind can shut down the higher 
parts. If the reptile brain is overstimulated it shorts-out the 
monkey and empire builder, and reptile takes over.

In a survival situation, you don’t want to empathize 
with your attacker, nor do you want to make friends with 
it. You want to do what’s needed to survive and nothing 
else. So the reptile is in charge when you feel your survival 
is immediately threatened.

If the reptile part of the brain returns to calm again, 
the mammal brain takes over and gets on with its feeble 
monkey existence that revolves around repetitive tasks and 
fluctuating emotions. The monkey brain is in charge when 
you do not feel like your survival is immediately threatened 
but when you’re stimulated by peak emotions.

Provided the monkey brain stays stimulated, you can-
not access the higher mind of the empire builder. The em-
pire builder only comes out when you truly feel abundant, 
centred and complete in the moment.

This realization may start to give you insights into why 
society is set up the way that it is.

The people who ran the show in the Industrial Revolu-
tion did not want very many empire builders running around.
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Many parts of society during the Industrial Revolution 
evolved to keep people from going into “survival mode” and 
tearing the streets up like savage reptiles. Governments set 
up provision for social security, pensions and healthcare 
because, without these things, the population might feel 
their very survival was under threat and end up burning 
down the city just trying to survive winter.

After survival is taken care of, the system is designed 
to keep people performing like well-trained little monkeys, 
who can perform mind-numbing, repetitive tasks for years 
on end. Good factory workers.

Most importantly, the system seems to have been set up 
to keep people from spending time in their higher mind – 
the empire building part.

Empire builders pose a threat to powerful industrialists; 
if an empire builder is in business they can take your market-
share (like Richard Branson, Steve Jobs or Oprah Winfrey); 
or, if they are a humanitarian, they can liberate your workers 
(like Gandhi, Bobby Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr).

In order to keep workers as workers, and to prevent 
them from rising up, two things must happen:

1. People must be convinced that they are able to survive. 
You must not threaten their survival in the immediate 
moment or they will turn savage and behave like reptiles; 
but you must ensure that people know that they aren’t 
abundant yet.

2. People must be kept occupied with peak emotions while 
they aren’t working so that they don’t have a chance to 
access their higher mind. Not only will this prevent 
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people from becoming disruptive, but also the stimulated 
monkey brain loves to consume shiny new objects that 
it gets bored with rapidly. The stimulated monkey brain 
creates wonderful consumers in the economy.

Does this sound familiar? It should: it’s exactly how the 
masses have been treated for the last 200 years. The main-
stream news, entertainment and popular personalities all 
reinforce these two messages.

The traditional, mainstream media is an elegant way to 
keep most people in their monkey brain. It stimulates emo-
tional highs and lows without immediately threatening your 
survival, which would throw you into your reptile brain.

If you look at the way we are bombarded by advertising 
and entertainment, it’s no wonder so few people ever escape 
their monkey life of repetitive, meaningless tasks.

When you look at what’s really going on in society, we 
have built global systems to keep people on the treadmill of 
being in the monkey brain!

If we examine almost every spiritual teaching that gives 
you a path to enlightenment, the advice is fairly simple – 
tune out from all the garbage for a while and give yourself 
a chance to access your higher consciousness!

Spiritual teachers often suggest going to a very safe place 
and fasting, meditating, being silent and celibate for a while. 
It’s all about avoiding the stimulation of the monkey brain.

When people tune out from the noise, they give them-
selves a chance to access their inner empire builder. They 
tap into new ideas that could help people, and they discover 
vast resources they barely knew existed.
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Accessing your inner empire builder isn’t as hard as you 
might think. You need to do two things:

1. Convince yourself that you don’t need anything – you are 
whole and complete in this moment and you’re survival 
is not threatened in any way.

2. Avoid overstimulating yourself through emotional highs 
and lows (please note that I wouldn’t class deep love or 
inspiration as a monkey brain emotion).

In the next chapter we will begin the process of awakening 
your empire builder and seeing just how much opportunity 
is surrounding you right now.

First, let’s make sure you aren’t feeding the reptile or 
stimulating the monkey too much. If you are, you’ll spend 
all your time cleaning up the messes they make and there’ll 
be none left for building your empire.

Do not stimulate your reptile brain!

If you want to destroy everything you have, stimulate your 
reptile mind regularly. But if you don’t, then avoid engag-
ing in negative self-talk whereby you tell yourself, over and 
again, how scarce things are and how tough life is. Stop 
telling yourself that you are barely surviving and there are 
no resources around you.

Don’t keep an empty fridge or have no access to cash. 
Don’t starve yourself of nutrition by eating cheap food. 
Don’t deny yourself rewards for your efforts.
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All of these things stimulate the reptile brain, which 
will push you to the brink of reptile behaviour. You will act 
aggressively to those who are closest to you, you will take 
stupid, short-term actions that come back to bite you and 
you will spiral out of control.

In order to try to stop the spiral you will construct an 
unattainable fantasy. In your fantasy, you might imagine 
yourself with passive income, retirement and big winnings.

In this fantasy, you probably don’t have to do anything 
and money keeps rolling in. This fantasy is designed as a 
safety mechanism to try to stop you completely destroying 
yourself.

Unfortunately, the fantasy is a juvenile approach to life 
and it causes you to spend what little money or time you 
have on quick-fix solutions. You might join a multi-level-
marketing operation that you won’t then give any time to, 
you send money to a high-risk investment that you don’t 
understand, you gamble or you blow money you don’t have 
trying to create the fantasy.

It’s easy to spot these reptile fantasies. They are typically 
presented to you as:

 ● Passive income. The reptile imagines that money comes 
from a source that requires no time, energy, effort or 
focus. The empire builder knows that making money 
and building a successful business will always require 
energy, time and effort. However, if you are dedicated 
to a meaningful cause it will be fulfilling, rewarding and 
ethical.
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 ● Retirement. The reptile wants you to squirrel away 
money that you believe you will live on after you are too 
old “to hunt or gather.” The empire builder never wants 
to retire, but looks to making a contribution for as many 
years as possible.

 ● Multiple streams of income. The reptile enjoys fanta-
sizing about money coming from many sources, thus 
“safeguarding your food supply.” The empire builder loves 
to focus on earning money from sources that fit perfectly 
with your mission and your vision; if it’s one source or 
twenty, the empire builder cares not.

 ● Big wins. The reptile likes the idea of making all the 
money you need for the rest of your life in one hit. The 
empire builder doesn’t try to get everything done in one 
hit, because it realizes that consistently creating regular 
wins creates the big jumps.

 ● Entitlements. Your reptile brain believes there’s money 
that “should rightfully be yours.” The empire builder be-
lieves that money is energy and will flow towards people 
who earn the right to utilize it best.

 ● Providers. The reptile wants a person or organization 
who will take care of you and then you won’t need to 
worry about money. The empire builder is looking for 
organizations, causes and people to provide for.

 ● Financial freedom. The reptile imagines a time when 
you will not need to be responsible for money and thus 
be free from it. The empire builder recognizes and em-
braces the need to tackle the financial complexity that’s 
created along with wealth.
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Of course, all of these are juvenile concepts created by clever 
people who know how to sell ideas to reptiles and monkeys.

The only people who have these things are empire 
builders. However, they don’t even relate to these concepts. 
They just think about building an empire.

For starters, empire builders never retire. They do all 
they can to work as long as they can – often they stop 
“working” just weeks before they die.

They don’t see themselves as beneficiaries of passive 
income or multiple streams of income. They see they are in 
service of one growing empire that has much to be cared for.

They don’t go for easy, quick wins. They take on the 
big challenges and, when they do have a big win, they find 
another big challenge to take on next.

They don’t seek out financial freedom, they manage 
financial complexity. They don’t look for a provider, they 
look for opportunities to provide for others.

Don’t be a monkey

Living a monkey life is easy. Almost the whole of society 
wants you to do this. Often, it’s your parents, your teachers, 
your government and your friends who want you to live by 
the monkey brain rules. They might say things to you like:

“Get a good job, settle down, fix your mortgage, don’t 
rock the boat and put that dream off until you retire.”

This is the monkey anthem. It’s more than just an an-
them – it’s the day-to-day noise that is deafening when you 
realize how loud it’s playing.
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Even when you do try to tune out, a hundred things will 
show up and try to tune you back in.

The news, the media, the advertising industry, organized 
religion, workplaces and the government are all beating the 
same drum. It’s designed to keep you marching to that drum.

It might feel nice to march to that drum at times. I’ve 
often envied those people who can do it. In times when 
my journey got tough, I wondered what it would be like 
to have a regular paycheck, a planned holiday break and to 
trust in the government and an employer to look after me in 
retirement. I imagine it must be bliss to those who haven’t 
woken up their empire-builder brain. Like you have.

If you want to live like a monkey, ride the highs and lows 
of your emotions. When you get bored, create pointless 
drama. When the drama is all too much, throw in the towel 
and run off on the quest for the simple life.

If you want to live as a monkey, settle. Settle for a safe 
little house with a manageable little mortgage. Settle for a 
menial job that you could do in your sleep and pays a basic 
little survival wage. Settle for answers that don’t make sense. 
Settle for self-serving institutions that take advantage of 
what little spare time and money you do have.

If that sound’s unbearable, then keep reading. The al-
ternative is to take your life up a gear and live as an empire 
builder.

To see Daniel talk about the entrepreneur brain visit: 

www.entrevo.com/talk-brain
 



Chapter 5

how to be an empire 
builder – ten Challenges 

to KiCKstart your 
entrepreneurial talents

You now have a problem. If you are reading a book like 
this, you’ve probably already woken up the empire 

builder and it makes you restless.
You now yearn to do big, meaningful work. You want 

to cause an impact. You want progress and transformation.
This will not go away; it will get worse if you don’t act 

upon it. This book is going to move you in the direction 
of a successful empire builder. If you trust my process, you 
won’t just wake up your inner empire builder – you will 
live that way.

Rather than just talking about this mindset stuff (be-
cause I do appreciate that the mere fact you’re reading this 
book is evidence you’re already on the path), I want to give 
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you some real-life challenges that will automatically start 
to break you out of the monkey brain system and begin to 
activate your empire builder.

Let’s begin by doing something crazy.
I’m going to introduce you to ten tasks that are designed 

to challenge you. These tasks aren’t theory. As you’ll see, I’ve 
done each of them myself.

I’ve recommended these ten tasks to numerous friends 
and consistently the feedback is that they are nothing short 
of transformational.

As you read through these tasks it might be easy just to 
keep reading on without putting them into practice.

If you do keep reading, make sure you come back to 
these tasks as soon as possible and complete them.

These ten tasks aren’t just fun things to read about, they 
are tasks to be completed. You will need to “do” these things 
to get the lessons.

Even if you think you can imagine what it would be like 
to complete these tasks – do them for real.

I promise you that, if you do, you will rapidly begin 
to flush out the industrialized worker mentality and open 
yourself up to a world of new opportunities. Magic will 
happen.

Knowing is not enough, we must apply.  

Willing is not enough, we must do. 

Bruce Lee
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Challenge 1: make three calls

Begin something bold without knowing how, exactly, it will 

work out. You might want to plan an event, you might want to 

start producing a song, you might want to introduce yourself 

to that person you’ve been admiring and just say “Hi, how are 

you today?” Whatever it is, don’t plan too far ahead, begin it 

and let it unfold AFTER you’re in too deep. Make three phone 

calls and see what happens.

Let me take you back to the beginning of my entrepreneurial 

journey and walk you through some critical lessons I had 

along the way.

In the first year of university, my best mate Marcus and 

I came up with an idea to run a dance party for 15–17 year 

olds. The more we researched it and created clever and 

cheap ways to market the party, the more it seemed like an 

entirely valid idea.

I was excited but didn’t know what to do next. I called up 

my dad, explained the situation and asked him what I should 

do; and he said “make three calls.”

His suggestion was simple: make three phone calls to see 

if anyone else is interested in your idea. Not friends, not family, 

but three people who will either advance the idea forward or 

tell you why it’s not for them.

My first call was to a warehouse shed company that had a 

big green building across the street from my local park. They 
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told me that it wasn’t a suitable venue and that they tried to 

have an 18th birthday party there once and it was a disaster. 

They suggested I call an actual nightclub venue.

My second call was more ambitious. I called the top 

nightclub in town.

“Hi Mr General Manager,” I said in my most professional 

voice. “I am from a dance party promotions company and we 

have selected your venue as a possible venue for our next 

big gig for under-18s. You’re normally closed on a Tuesday 

night so we were thinking about running something in the first 

week of school holidays with you.”

To my amazement he didn’t hang up on me, nor did he get 

excited. He simply asked me to fax through a proposal and 

then organize a time to meet with him through his assistant.

“Well I can’t send you a proposal today because I am 

out of the office, but I will have one to you by lunch time 

tomorrow.”

My third call was back to my dad to find out what a 

proposal was.

We met with the nightclub manager and he agreed to 

run the party. As we walked out the door, he asked if we had 

thought about radio ads.

We didn’t have any money for radio ads but we used 

my dad’s advice again and made three calls to local radio 

stations.

To our surprise we secured $4000 of free advertising in 

exchange for the naming rights of the party. The radio station 
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suggested we should get some prizes from retail stores. We 

made three more calls and found retailers who were happy 

to give us over $1000 worth of prizes.

The retail stores suggested we have a fashion parade. We 

made three calls and found that one of the cutest girls in our 

class was a model who knew how to run a fashion parade. 

She suggested I also take her on a date some time and I 

made three calls to brag to my friends!

Our party was a huge success and my business partner 

and I both walked away with more cash than we could carry 

that night.

This became our sideline business and we were both able 

to make good spending money while at university.

On that first day, I never knew how it would unfold, I just 

made those calls to see what would happen next. I hadn’t a 

clue what we would be getting ourselves into but it felt great 

to begin it. With each step forward the next steps appeared 

and before long we had an exciting result.

I’m not saying you should be reckless, I’m saying that 

it’s impossible to know how things will pan out until after you 

begin. Take the first steps, pick up the phone and put yourself 

out there.

Your inner empire builder is OK with sitting in the tension 

of uncertainty. The empire builder knows that resources show 

up when they are needed and normally not beforehand.
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Empire builders believe that they have access to any 

resources that exist on the planet, whenever they need it, and 

that they only need to have the right conversation to get them.

To begin this task, simply pick up the phone, send some 

emails and arrange some meetings. Begin the conversation 

without knowing where it will lead you.

The empire builder is OK stepping into the unknown and 

having an adventure. The empire builder sees the whole world 

as a stage and everyone as a fellow player in the game of life.

The empire builder isn’t scared, but the monkey and the 

reptile get terrified if they think you’re not able to survive, or 

if there’s no money for the little luxuries later on in life. If they 

feel threatened, the reptile and the monkey will do everything 

they can to hold the empire builder back.
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Challenge 2: get your monkey a bank account

Set up a new bank account and put at least 10% of all the 

money you earn into that account. This “monkey account” 

helps you to feel OK about taking risks, and will eventually stop 

you from needing to go do boring, familiar tasks. Don’t touch 

that money; its purpose is nothing more than to become part 

of “your wealth.” This wealth-building plan will be an essential 

key for keeping the monkey and the reptile off your back.

After the success of our first dance party, my best mate and 

I were thoroughly convinced that we were going to be suc-

cessful entrepreneurs. We talked endlessly about how, one 

day, we would have expensive cars, big boats, and houses 

all over the world. We were planning out our dreams and we 

were excited.

Marcus’s dad, Vac, took us aside and gave us some 

interesting advice. He said “be sure to put 10% aside and 

then you can go blow the rest on whatever you want.”

It was shocking advice coming from an adult. Weren’t we 

meant to invest it all, or pay off some debt (not that we had 

any), or save it up for a distant rainy day?

Vac was a clever businessman, and this was his best 

advice: to enjoy our earnings whilst putting aside 10% of 

everything into a separate, wealth-building account. He said, 

“if you just keep 10% of everything you earn, you’ll build 

wealth. Having wealth puts you in a position to make better 

choices with your life.”

The monkey brain is risk adverse. It just wants to do 

repetitive things with a little bit of drama mixed in.
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The people around you will tell you how risky it is to go 

and do big things like start a business. Having a safe stash 

of money, that just keeps growing, helps you to reason with 

your monkey brain.

You need your monkey brain to feel safe that this money 

will not be used by the empire builder for any “hairbrained 

dreams or schemes.” The money you put aside can never 

be used for business, spending or risky investments. It’s for 

boring stuff like cash, property, shares and metals.

The monkey and the reptile need to know your future is 

being taken care of, so this account will please the part of 

you that’s conservative and safe and concerned about your 

long-term survival.

I set up a special account with my bank called “the 

monkey account” and 10% of my earnings went into it.

To this day these earnings sit around in boring invest-

ments – nothing too sexy, nothing too risky.

However it just keeps ticking along. I bought one set of 

shares for $12 and they were at $45 the last time I checked. 

I put some money into a fund that always seems to go up by 

5% a year. I’ve bought some precious metals and they seem 

to be going up in value too.

I hardly look at it and it always shocks me to see how 

much it adds up to over time. It makes me feel very calm to 

know that I have money to fall back on if I need it.

The other thing to note is that when you put a bit of money 

aside you don’t miss it. I have lived on yachts, had penthouse 

apartments, travelled the world, eaten in the best restaurants 

and driven prestige cars. In time, you’ll see that your empire 

builder plan is going just fine without your little monkey money.
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Challenge 3: stop spending time with people who bring 
you down

Start making friends with more people who inspire you. Spend 

more time having conversations with people who bring out 

the best in you. Make a list of people you currently spend 

a lot of time with and decide who can stay and who might 

need to go.

You become just like the people you have conversations with. 

These people determine the dominant ideas you ponder, the 

opportunities you notice and the resources you can access.

If you do not have any people on your list who inspire you, 

you’re better off spending time out networking in inspirational 

places trying to find some.

Today I’m fortunate to spend a lot of my time with very 

inspiring people. I talk regularly with people who run exciting, 

fast-growth enterprises, people who lead charities and people 

who’ve achieved remarkable things and continue to address 

meaningful challenges.

Most of my insights come from an ongoing conversation 

with a peer group of empire builders.

One of the reasons I dropped out of university was be-

cause I realized that most people I spent time with were 

playing small. At the end of my first year in university I became 

aware that most people I met were struggling to survive. I 

remember talking to a business lecturer who shared the fact 

that he and his wife were really struggling to pay rent. This 
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scared me. Why am I learning from a guy who’s struggling 

to pay rent?

I could see this was only going to make me believe that 

playing small was normal.

So I decided to set out and find some mentors to shadow. 

I figured that if I could spend time with wealthy, dynamic, 

inspiring people, I might actually figure out what they do 

differently.

It was a frightening move to leave my friends and peers. 

I was afraid that I would be alone and wouldn’t fit in with 

another crowd. My parents were both the first in their families 

to have a university degree and now I was going to become 

a “dropout.”

When I was 19 years old I went to work for a friend of 

a friend named Jon, a very successful businessman and 

marketeer.

Jon’s company promoted and ran events all over Australia. 

He had a big house, a vibrant family and he was engaged 

in meaningful work. He wore board shorts and sandals most 

of the time, woke up when his kids did, played lots of games 

and was great fun to be around.

When he asked me to join his team of “inspired sales 

legends,” I laughed, because it was a very different way of 

explaining a job compared to the door-to-door roof insulation 

company sales team I had been working in on weekends. 

They simply called me a “door-knocker.”
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The other people who worked for Jon were all interested 

in achieving big, exciting and meaningful things too. The 

inspired conversations began and my mind tuned into all 

sorts of new opportunities.

I went from having regular conversations about grocery 

bills, rent and university deadlines to goals, dreams, plans 

and revenue targets.

After a few weeks I knew that I wanted to learn more 

so I asked Jon if he could teach me about marketing and 

business. He agreed and the lessons began.

He taught me about sales, marketing, conducting meet-

ings, doing deals and building wealth. He also taught me how 

to treat money differently.
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Challenge 4: Carry cash

Carry £1000 on you at all times. If £1000 isn’t enough to make 

you a little bit uncomfortable, carry the amount you’d love to 

earn in a day.

One day, my new mentor Jon asked me how much money I 

considered to be a lot. After some thought I replied “There’s 

not much a guy can’t do on $1000 a week.”

He laughed, and said that if I was only making $10,000 

worth of sales a week (I was on 10%) then he wouldn’t keep 

me on in his company. This excited me no end.

He then asked me to do something quite strange, which 

had a powerful impact on my life.

Jon asked me to get my hands on $2000 and bring it back 

to him. I told him that I had $100 in cash, $500 in the bank 

and I had $1000 limit on my credit card. He said, “go ask your 

dad for the rest or something, just bring me $2000 tomorrow.”

I somehow got my hands on this vast sum of money and 

brought it back to him. Without much of a care he took it off 

me, stuck a bulldog clip on it and said “carry that in your 

pocket at all times.”

It was wild. I was walking down the street feeling that, at 

any moment, a gang of ninjas would jump me and steal my 

entire net worth. I was nervous and excited all at once … and 

my hand never left my pocket for the first few weeks (better 

safe than sorry).

Then, one day, something strange happened. I was walk-

ing past a jewelry store and I saw an Omega watch. It was 

awesome!
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“It’s $2000 … you can’t afford that” said my monkey brain. 

“Wait a second … I have $2000 in my pocket … I can afford 

it if I want,” my empire brain replied.

After a brief conversation with myself, I realized that, even 

though I could afford it, I would choose to wait until I had 

earned it. I decided that when I had turned over $1 million in 

my own business I would buy it as a reward. That felt right, 

and it also made me feel empowered that I had made this 

decision on my own rather than feeling powerless in view of 

the watch’s price tag.

Over the following 12 months this became a regular oc-

currence. I would notice something I thought I could not afford 

and then realized that I actually had enough money in my 

pocket to buy most things.

All of a sudden, I was in the driver’s seat. I had the power 

over the things and not the other way around. I had lost my 

emotional charge on them, I had also lost my charge on the 
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idea that $2000 was a lot of money; it’s just how much I carried 

in my pocket!

It’s almost impossible to “go reptile” when you have a wad 

of cash in your possession. The reptile simply won’t wake up 

unless it’s worried about immediate survival issues, or unless 

it spots a big, potential windfall.

With cash in your pocket, you won’t be worried about your 

immediate survival and you won’t be as susceptible to juvenile 

promises of easy windfalls.

In the first year working for Jon I went from earning $800 

a month, as a broke university student, to earning $12,000 a 

month doing something that I considered fun; plus I was living 

in a gorgeous beach location. Few people take this sort of a 

jump so quickly, and I believe that the $2000 in the pocket 

was a big part of that shift.

Carry cash so you don’t ever feel your survival is at stake. 

It will also allow you to confront your issues around money and 

recalibrate how much your brain thinks is a lot. This activity will 

do more for you than reading all the money books or attending 

all the money seminars.
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Challenge 5: buy two lunches per week for people you 
don’t yet know

Take two new people out to lunch each week and pick up 

the bill.

I was told that I needed to build a good network of people 

around me who weren’t customers, clients or old friends. 

To help with this, I had to select two new people a week to 

take out for lunch … at my expense. This was tough in the 

beginning, but wonderful later on.

Initially, I couldn’t think of anyone who would want to go 

to lunch with me, who I would be willing to pay for. I was 

stalemated by my lack of confidence and my lack of money.

But I had to come up with two per week, so I just started 

asking people who I would never have thought would join 

me for lunch. Business owners, investors, accountants and 

even the occasional attractive girl if I was feeling particularly 

cheeky.
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You’ll be surprised at how many great people respond 

favourably when you say “Can I take you out for lunch next 

week, it’s on me, I don’t know you well enough but I’m sure 

there’s plenty of good reason we should be talking.”

To my amazement, people I invited were always quite 

happy to go out to lunch. I listened to their stories, got great 

advice, fresh ideas and found myself learning all sorts of new 

things. I learned to connect with people and discovered what 

people are going through in life beneath the surface.

I was developing a network and I was able to start in-

troducing people, which made me feel even more valuable.

When I got on the phone to make a sales call I had all 

sorts of stories to share and I was speaking from experience 

and a genuinely inspired place. People would listen to me … 

and I made a lot of sales!

Often I would get introduced to people as well. I would 

get referrals, opportunities and advice. Taking people out to 

lunch wasn’t an expense, it was making me money.

When you begin to do this, you will find out very quickly 

that taking people out to lunch isn’t going to be an expense. 

Having a network builds your net worth more than almost 

anything else.
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Challenge 6: tune out from the news

Give up on all traditional media and news for a while. No 

papers, no radio, no TV. Feel free to Google stories or to look 

through Twitter and Facebook, but for at least 90 days avoid 

traditional media.

On the weekends I would walk down to the local cafe on 

the beach and order breakfast and a juice and read the 

newspaper, to catch up on the rest of the world that I had 

missed out on while I was busily building my little empire 

through the week.

It was terrible: war, death, accidents, failing businesses, 

crashing stock markets, rising interest rates, rapists and mur-

derers. This stuff was everywhere!

Well, it wasn’t everywhere; a lot of it was happening in 

other parts of the world. Very few disasters were happening in 

my little beachside township, hardly any murderers had killed 

people I knew personally and virtually none of the wars were 

taking place in my local area.
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When I took stock of this fact I realized that almost none 

of the news was relevant to my life at all. These events were 

going to happen with or without my involvement. Even though 

I was aware of these news stories I wasn’t going to reactively 

do much about it, other than to ride the emotional highs and 

lows of the story.

I had been led to believe that I needed to be up to date 

with these world events in order to function in society. I’d been 

told that news was important and it helped to shape my mind 

as a free thinker. I discovered that this isn’t as true as it once 

was and that carefully selected books and websites are better.

With encouragement from a mentor, I decided it was 

safe to tune out from the news. I bought good books for the 

weekend at the cafe and to completely be carefree from the 

world events of politics, wars, death and destruction.

And guess what happened? Nothing!

I didn’t get surprised by the phantom boogeyman that 

the papers had been warning me about. I didn’t lose all my 

money in a stock market crash that had been repeatedly 

mentioned on TV. No national draft picked me to fight a war 

that I hadn’t been up to date on … absolutely nothing hap-

pened … except I felt good!

I felt light and empowered all the time. Occasionally, 

someone would say “aren’t you worried about flying?” and I 

would say “No, why would I be?” and they would look at me 

as if I was either a heroic champion for getting on with things 

under pressure, or a loony who simply didn’t understand 
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the imminent threats associated with the new insurgence of 

terrorists. 

Either way, I made it through the dangerous world just 

fine.

My monkey brain was terrified of tuning out from the news. 

It needed the emotional highs and lows and, in the first few 

weeks, it really kept nagging at me to get a newspaper or 

switch on the television for an update.

After a while, my monkey brain calmed down and I felt 

OK about living in a world without a daily download of the 

statistically improbable disturbances to the planet.

When you tune out from the news, you will probably feel 

anxious that you’re missing out on something. Quickly you 

will discover that, if anything does relate to you, someone 

will tell you about it. After a while, you will be shocked at 

how much energy you once gave to this thinly veiled form of 

entertainment.

Instead of getting worried about world events, I stayed 

inspired and kept on doing things that worked.

I came to discover that my own life was more important 

than the stories presented to me by some newsroom editor.

When I focused on my own life I did things that were 

newsworthy myself. My life was becoming more interesting 

and I put value on my own unfolding story.

So much was happening that I decided to start writing 

it down.
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Challenge 7: Keep a journal

Start a journal. Make lists of high-value tasks, write down your 

goals, draw pictures, write sales copy and project your future. 

Keep track of your thoughts and mark down your milestones. 

Every empire builder needs to endlessly explore ideas, plans, 

goals, targets and keep track of important stories.

Every mentor I’ve ever had keeps a journal on them. It shows 

up at every meeting, it goes on holiday with them, it rides 

shotgun next to them in the car and sleeps by their bed at 

night.

There are so many ideas buzzing about in the empire 

builder brain. Brilliant, multi-million dollar ideas seem to come 

thick and fast showing up virtually every day – almost like a 

replacement for the newspaper.

These ideas need to be explored on paper. Calculations 

need to be done, resources need to be explored, lists of 

missing pieces need to be accounted for and diagrams need 

to be sketched.

No matter how smart you are, you need a journal.

My first mentor, Jon, insisted that I keep a journal. He 

would give me a magazine and tell me to rewrite the ads in 

a way that was more customer focused.

He would get me to work out projected revenues on 

campaigns we were running. He would ask me to list all the 

goals I wanted to achieve by my 21st birthday, and to make 

a tally of all the things I was most grateful for to date.
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My journals filled up quickly and, by writing these things 

down, I noticed that my mind was free to have even more 

ideas.

To this day I’m constantly surprised when I go back 

through my journals from years earlier. Quite regularly the 

things I had named as “big goals” were things I could tick off 

the list just 24 months later.

Get into the habit of writing in your journal. Even if you 

just sit with it open and make lists of things that come to your 

mind. If you’ve not kept a regular journal it can seem foreign 

to sit and write but, eventually, you wake up a very creative 

part of your brain that loves to express itself.

Here are some key things to write down to get you started: 

 ■ What are you most grateful for in your life so far?

 ■ Who’s been helping you recently whom you haven’t 

acknowledged?

 ■ What do you want to achieve before the end of the year?

 ■ Which ten business ideas would you start if you had 

£100k to invest?

 ■ Who can you take out to lunch this month?

 ■ What have you noticed since carrying £1000 in your 

pocket?
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Challenge 8: plan your holidays first

Take out a yearly planner (I like giant Sasco wall planners) and 

put in the holidays you want to take. Blank out the time you’ll 

be taking off in the coming year. Rule out the long weekends 

you plan on taking and the mid-week lazy days you want off.

This task is an exciting one and it will do wonders for you as 

an entrepreneur.

Most people plan their holidays around their work. They 

hope there will be some spare time and money for holidays 

each year. But you are not a robot, you’re a human being with 

limited time to explore the earth.

The successful people I know plan their work around their 

holidays and so should you.

Start the year by blocking out at least 8–12 weeks of 

holiday time. Take out a big year planner at the beginning of 

the year and block out your holidays first. Work out where you 

want to go, how much you need to set aside and then reverse 

engineer your work to serve the lifestyle you want to live.

Why is this important? Firstly, it allows your brain to relax 

about “getting some downtime” because it knows the holi-

days are coming. This allows you to get so much done when 

you are working. It also allows your family and friends to relax 

about when they will be able to spend some real quality time 

with you. If your family know that there’s a good ten weeks of 

planned holidays, they won’t worry so much if you have to be 

home late or work through a weekend here and there.
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Next, holidays also give you time to think. I have my best 

ideas on holiday. With some distance between me and the 

functional elements of my business, I get to play with the 

big picture and the really important stuff. It’s amazing how 

powerful it is to get some time in nature, away from all the 

screens. Holidays recharge you. 

Finally, your holidays ensure you have deadlines. It’s 

amazing how much gets done the week before you take two 

weeks to go sailing with limited WiFi. The week before, you 

somehow move mountains so you can switch off and enjoy 

the trip.

For most of the last ten years, I’ve started the year by 

blocking out my holidays. There have been a few years where 

I forgot to do it proactively, and I ended up not taking my 

holidays.

As a result of this principle, I feel I’ve had an interesting 

multi-dimensional decade. As well as building businesses, 

I’ve had some great adventures. I’ve sailed Thailand, Vanuatu, 

the Mediterranean and the Australian coast. I’ve snowboard-

ed the Alps, the Rockies, and in Japan and Australia. I’ve 

explored Asia and Indonesia. I’ve volunteered and raised 

funds in India and Africa. I’ve partied in Ibiza, Las Vegas, 

Bali and Morocco.

The years I took holidays were always much better than 

the ones I just worked. Better financially, better for my morale, 

better for connecting with people, better for big dreams and 

better for my health.

Don’t skip this step. Find a way to make it happen.
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Challenge 9: get structured

Make an appointment with an accountant and a lawyer to 

discuss your business and wealth-building plans. Ask them 

to steer you in the right direction for tax planning, wealth 

protection and attracting investment.

Consider this:

 ■ Empire builders use company structures and trusts to 

manage their wealth.

 ■ Empire builders learn how the system works so they 

can legally structure themselves and live exactly how 

they want.

 ■ Empire builders believe they should pay the minimum 

amount of tax legally required of them and not more.

 ■ Empire builders believe it would be folly to expose their 

empire to the risk of being unfairly sued by an op-

portunistic low life.

 ■ Empire builders believe they should build wealth in 

a way that encourages other empire builders to get 

involved. They create structures that are attractive to 

investors and high-performing people.

All of this takes planning.

From a young age I was encouraged to meet with ac-

countants and lawyers to discuss these issues.
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No one is born with an inbuilt knowledge of how legal and 

accounting systems operate. It’s something you need to learn.

You spend 100% of your life interacting with these sys-

tems. It’s crazy not to understand them.

Most people think they will set up a structure after they 

make a lot of money. Sadly, this doesn’t work.

You must create a wealth structure before you make 

money. It’s a nasty catch-22. Companies, trusts, accountants 

and lawyers all cost money and you have to spend this money 

before you have it.

Wealth structures are an investment and you need to find 

ways to build them.

I recommend that you talk to lawyers and accountants 

before you make a lot of money. Many lawyers and account-

ants will meet you for an hour, free of charge.

To complete this challenge you should set up several 

meetings with these business advisors to discuss your plans. 

Even if you don’t go ahead with any of their suggestions, you 

will be more knowledgeable about your options.
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Challenge 10: get your entrepreneurial team in place

Build a team of people around you who can help you to 

implement your ideas and achieve the big goals you have 

for your future. No matter if you are starting out or you’re 

already a millionaire, it will be the team you build today that 

will determine the results you get tomorrow.

There’s no such thing as a self-made millionaire. In every 

case, people who are described as self-made are surrounded 

by a brilliant team of people.

Talking about your next big move in business is nice and 

it’s important. However, the rubber won’t hit the road for you 

until you’re able to recruit key players onto your team.

I started out as a valuable player on my mentor’s team, 

then I had to go out and build a team of my own.

It wasn’t until I built a team that I was able to start my 

business.

If you are starting out, here’s my draft pick for who you 

should have on day one:

1. A visionary – big picture focused, good at delegating, 

hardworking and can communicate the vision of the 

business and bring in new partnerships (probably 

you).

2. A graphic designer – can take the vision and create 

brochures, websites, sales forms, business cards, 

and make a business idea look tangible.
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3. A sales person – someone who’s genuine, likable and 

can ask that tough question “how would you like to 

pay for that?”

4. A Swiss army knife – someone who isn’t 100% bril-

liant in any one thing, but can get most things done 

well enough. They are organized, flexible, frugal and 

detail orientated. They can do data entry if required, 

customer service calls, order supplies, book flights, fix 

most IT problems or quickly find someone who can.

5. A mentor – outside the business, successful, wise, 

been around the block and had few bloody noses, 

available for late-night chats over a glass of wine. This 

could also take the form of a mastermind group rather 

than just one person.

These people could be a mix of full-time staff that you hire, 

virtual staff paid by the hour or even people who are helping 

you out as a favour.

If you’re already in business, with an existing team, this 

principle still applies. If you want to grow, you will need some 

new high performers. You’ll know better than I do who you 

need next on your team but, rest assured, you got this far 

because of who you put around you, and you’ll get where 

you’re going for the same reason.

I have seen businesses start out with complex financial 

modeling, forecasts, projections and schedules, and big ticks 

in all the boxes from government agencies who supposedly 

know something about starting up. Despite all the planning, 
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they fail hard and fail fast if they don’t have a team to imple-

ment the plan.

Some of the best entrepreneurs I know are quite bad at 

putting business plans together, and tend to write notes on 

scraps of paper more often than they write detailed plans.

One thing they are good at, however, is recruiting the 

right people around them and building a culture where high 

performers want to stay.

Entrepreneurial teams might not always have a plan but 

they possess an amazing ability to pull things together under 

all sorts of conditions. They get sales in the door, deliver upon 

the promises of the business, keep costs down, start early, 

finish late, communicate powerfully and stand strong under 

pressure.

Make a list of people to have on your entrepreneurial 

team. Start keeping an eye out for a great sales person, a 

detail-oriented administrator, a customer service person, and 

so on.

You simply can’t build a successful business on your 

own. You need to become a master at spotting the potential 

in everyone you meet.

To see Daniel talk about the ten challenges visit 

www.entrevo.com/ten-challenges
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don’t skip the tough challenges

The tasks that I set out each have hidden lessons built in.
If any of these tasks really challenge you and you feel 

uncomfortable, try to dig deep and look for the underlying 
beliefs that make it so challenging. Over the years, I have 
seen these ten challenges bring up some strange beliefs in 
my clients.

What might you believe about money that prevents you 
from carrying it?

If you worry that you will lose it, explore why you feel 
you are irresponsible with money. If you are scared of being 
mugged, take a look at your belief that having money means 
attracting bad people and events.

What do you believe about yourself that stops you from 
associating only with inspirational people?

If you are worried that they won’t like you, what makes 
you feel so unworthy? If you are afraid they will take ad-
vantage of you, explore why you believe successful people 
are manipulative.

What is it that makes you feel so uneasy about switching 
off from news, taking leaps into the unknown or planning 
great holidays?

Anything at all that comes up in your mind and stops 
you from implementing these ideas is worth taking a good 
look at.

Is it possible these limiting beliefs are holding you back 
in other areas of your life too? If so, you need to push 
through and do the toughest tasks first.
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I promise you that these ten challenges will change your 
life, if only you are willing to step into the unknown and 
trust the process.

It’s not easy going from the world of “industrialized fac-
tory worker” to the world of “entrepreneurial adventurer.”

As we discussed, society has so many unspoken rules 
about what you should and shouldn’t be doing. These ten 
challenges will most definitely feel uncomfortable at first 
because they deliberately rub up against these old rules.

In the Steven King movie The Shawshank Redemption, 
the main character spends close to two decades tunneling 
out of his prison to freedom. Inch by inch, he frees him-
self from the physical and psychological constraints of his 
maximum-security confines.

It’s an inspiring movie for many people and it’s a power-
ful metaphor. I’ve given you ten ways to tunnel out of the 
Industrial Revolution and into the freedom of the Entre-
preneur Revolution. Take your time, keep digging and inch 
by inch you will be closer to a whole new level of freedom.

Get a coach, a mentor or join a group to hold you ac-
countable if you need to, but push yourself to get the break-
through you deserve. The juice will be worth the squeeze.

As you tunnel your way out of the industrialized sys-
tem, sometimes you will catch a glimpse of what it’s like 
living outside of the system and sometimes it will get tough.

No matter what, you must continue to lean in.
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Lean In

On a snowboard, it’s common to feel tired, unstable, 
stuck, or out of your depth. Most newbie riders natu-

rally lean back to try to escape the situation that’s troubling 
them.

They secretly wish they were off the mountain. How-
ever, the minute you lean back, your feet wobble, you can’t 
steer yourself and you find yourself face down in the snow. 
Leaning back causes you to lose balance completely. It hurts, 
it’s humiliating, and it makes you want to get the hell off the 
mountain even more.

Experienced riders know that leaning back doesn’t 
work. They know that if they want to have a good time 
they must overcome the urge to lean back. They must lean 
in to the mountain.

As soon as they lean in, they get stability, control and 
they get into the flow of things.

Most people are leaning back from their business, in-
dustry, job or even their life.
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Secretly they are wanting things to be easier. They want 
to have the idea and get paid for being a visionary. This isn’t 
how it works.

Empire builders are the ones who implement with 
excellence, not the ones who just sit around with nothing 
more than their lofty ideas.

Leaning back in your business or your life will cost you 
dearly.

Leaning back is when you start looking for an exit; it’s 
when you want an old product just to keep on selling; it’s 
when you get annoyed that you have competition. Leaning 
back is the lazy way, or the way of a coward.

True entrepreneurs lean in. When they have the chance 
to invest money in a smart way, they take it. If a great person 
becomes available they hire them. If a competitor shows up, 
they get fired up for the challenge of outperforming them.

When you lean in, you don’t dream of retirement. You 
don’t hope for an exit to show up. You hope to be better, 
you want your vision to show up and you dream of never 
retiring.

Leaning in means working with the best people, it 
means showing up with your game face on and leaving 
your doubts at the door.

Leaning in means taking the calculated risk, it means 
committing to being excellent, and to doing what it takes 
to solve whatever problems come along. It means spending 
time, money and energy when the opportunity comes along 
and then taking accountability for the results.
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Leaning in is about pursuing your vision, loving your 
team, caring about the details and getting it right.

Leaning in is about wishing to be better, not wishing 
for things to be easier.

Strangely, leaning in produces an easier life.
Just like on a snowboard, when you lean in life gets 

easier. When you lean in, your business works, you attract 
a great team, your products sell. When you lean out, life 
is hard. When you lean in life shows up as easy, you have 
stability and you attract opportunity.

Leaning back from your world produces a difficult 
life. You end up falling for every gimmick because you are 
searching for an easy answer. Leaning back makes everyone 
else lean back: the people on your team are also looking for 
an exit, they are also wanting quick fixes and they are only 
giving 50% of their best game.

If you want the results, you’d better be leaning in.
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the Very essenCe of 
suCCess

What makes some people successful while others 
struggle?

Why is it that some people in an industry are mil-
lionaires and other people in the same industry are just 
getting by?

Why is it that Kate Moss is paid millions to be a model, 
while other models, who are just as pretty, get paid $300 
a day?

Why is David Blaine a millionaire street magician when 
other magicians just make enough for their next meal, de-
spite knowing all the same magic tricks?

Why is it that Jonathan Ive gets millions to design 
products at Apple and other designers make $60 an hour?

I have three answers to this riddle but, before I tell you 
the first reason, make a list of all the traits you think the 
successful people have that the others don’t.
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Make a list of all the things that you think separate the 
highly valued and highly paid people from those just getting 
by. What do you think are the mystery ingredients that got 
them where they are today?

________________________   _______________________

________________________   _______________________

________________________   _______________________

NOTE: Don’t read on until you have listed your answers.

I hope you thought of a few things before reading on. In 
fact, if you haven’t, please do so. You’ll get more out of this 
book if you do.

If you are like most people you will put down words 
like: self-belief, determination, passion, character, leader-
ship and decisiveness.

Great words but they all have a bit of a problem. They 
are not mutually exclusive.

I can take all those sorts of words and put them down onto 
a list and check them against the richest people on the planet 
and we would find that, sure enough, these words are quite 
relevant to them. These super success stories have courage, 
determination, passion, and all those things we mentioned.

The problem is, when I take those same traits and apply 
them to people who aren’t so successful, I can find those 
qualities too. I can see determination in the eyes of the guy 
who works 70 hours a week; I can see belief in the network 
marketer who thrusts her sample pack into the hands of 
another unwilling contact; I can find plenty of passion in 
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the engineer who arrives at work for another new challenge 
to tinker with.

It is the same list of traits, but some people are making 
it while others aren’t.

So what is the real key to success? What is the one thing 
that sets all the big-time people apart from the small-time 
strugglers? What is the thing that, if the little guys had 
it, they would make it? The thing that all the big guys 
acknowledge and the little guys fail to think about?

There are three keys that all successful entrepreneurs 
need if they are going to make the most of their ideas, 
talents, opportunities and the times we’re in.

Every entrepreneur will need:

1. Luck
2. Reputation
3. Vitality

In the sections ahead, I will explain the importance of each.

the first key: Luck

LUCK!
“Luck … you mean I read all this stuff to arrive at the 

first big key to success and it’s LUCK!”
Sorry guys and gals, but luck is going to play a part in 

your life whether you like it or not. Hard work is not going 
to be your unique selling proposition, you simply couldn’t 
work hard enough.
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Your big break isn’t going to come through more belief 
in yourself – just watch American Idol and you will see 
plenty of people with belief, passion, and courage … who get 
turned down. Yep, the bad news is that all successful people 
have been wildly lucky!

The good news is that you are already born lucky. If 
you are reading this book, you had an education, you have 
money to buy books, you have time to read.

The other piece of good news is that you can cultivate 
luck. There are lucky places and unlucky places. There are 
lucky people to associate with and unlucky people you 
should avoid.

You also might not even see just how much luck is 
already showing up for you and has been showing up for 
you since the moment you were born.

The first key to luck is that you learn to recognize luck. 
If you can’t even see how lucky you are already you will be 
blind to any good fortune that shows up in the future.

Here’s how I discovered my luck.
I had just finished giving a talk over breakfast to about 

100 wealthy Indian business owners at one of the most 
luxurious hotels in Mumbai, India.

Afterwards, the organizer asked me if I wanted to meet 
her friend, who ran a school in the slum area of Mumbai, 
and I enthusiastically accepted the offer not really knowing 
what I was in store for.

We caught a cab into the heart of the slum area. This 
wasn’t just a few people doing it tough, this was millions of 
people living on top of each other; each person desperately 
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seeking a better life, each struggling for survival without 
what I would consider the basics of clean water, electricity 
and a solid roof to sleep under.

I ventured into the school and met with a class of 40 
vibrant students. The tin shed classroom was a sweltering 
sauna. Yet the kids were so eager to learn. They scribed 
out their alphabets with broken chalk on their slate. They 
listened enthusiastically to their teacher and they graciously 
accepted me being in their class.

Their clothes were little more than rags, probably 
thrown out by someone in the West for having a small rip or 
stain; now they were the only set of clothes these kids had.

As my day of touring ended, I got back into a taxi and 
headed to my next hotel. My cab crawled along in peak 
traffic and, with no air conditioning, the sweat rolled down 
my face. I sat for two hours, staring at scene after scene of 
poverty.

At one point, the cab passed an aid agency dumping 
barrels of clean water on the road, and dozens of people 
swarmed in to fill their drinking containers. One little boy, 
who must have been barely five years old, pushed a rusty 
tin can under the stream and gladly drank from it. It broke 
my heart to watch.

Then, after what seemed like hours in the cab, we 
rounded a corner to my five-star hotel, where the guards 
waved us through the gates.

On the other side were beautiful water features. In-
numerable gallons of clean, drinkable water flowed from 
fountains and statues, sprinklers kept the pristine gardens 
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green and a waterfall churned down an artificial rock face 
into the pools.

Although it was nothing I hadn’t seen before, on this 
day I felt my heart tearing up just looking at it.

Emotional and overheated, I checked into the hotel. The 
receptionist recognized I was a speaker at the conference 
and offered me an upgrade. I was ushered to a “superior 
room” that was about four times the size of the school I’d 
just been in.

This was all becoming too much. I figured I’d better 
shower and cool off. As I turned the shower on, four water 
jets came to life and so did my eyes.

Tears streamed down my face. I had felt so closely con-
nected to the children in the school, so welcomed and so 
happy to be with them. Now I was set in a scene that would 
be beyond their wildest dreams.

What’s worse is that this wasn’t a new scene for me. 
It was just another five-star hotel, cut and pasted like any 
other I’d stayed in on my travels.

In that moment, I discovered my luck. For the first time 
ever my eyes were open to how, every moment of my life, 
I had been living one of the luckiest lives in the history of 
humanity.

It suddenly hit me: I have water, education, food, hous-
ing and a free mind.

I have film makers spending millions to create enter-
tainment for me on the off chance I might watch it. I have 
airlines running fleets of planes around the world on the 
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off chance I want to fly. I have farmers preparing their best 
produce and sending it minutes from my front door.

I live in such a lucky time in history! Never before could 
people get their questions answered in seconds. Never in 
history could people communicate their ideas with so many 
others. Never has there been more finance, more resources, 
more exciting conversations.

Whichever way I look at it, I’m living a life more ex-
travagant than the royal families throughout the ages. King 
Louis XIV would sit talking to me with his jaw open in 
amazement of what I have access to in my day-to-day life.

When all that really hit me I truly got it … “I’m so 
lucky!”

And so are you.
If you can’t start with that, you will miss the luck that 

shows up next. The ability to acknowledge how lucky you 
already are, and to be grateful for it, allows you to see op-
portunities more clearly.

you can make yourself luckier

Once you recognize how lucky you already are, the next step 
is to learn how to influence luck. You can coax it into your 
life and encourage it to show up.

You influence your luck when you show up in places 
that are luckier, when you spend time with people who are 
luckier, when you learn ideas that produce luck, when you 
get crystal clear on your vision and when you begin having 
lucky conversations.
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Given the choice between doing another repetitive day 
at the office or going to an event that’s full of inspired lead-
ers, I will choose the event. It’s luckier.

I don’t know who I will meet or what will come of it 
but I do know that there’s a good chance that something 
great will happen.

Given the choice of talking to someone who’s convinced 
there are no opportunities out there, or talking to someone 
who’s enthusing about an exciting future, I will talk to the 
person with an inspired outlook. It’s luckier.

I don’t know what exactly I will learn from them, I 
just know that I will probably discover something worth 
knowing about.

Given the choice between watching random TV or 
watching a riveting talk on TED.com I will watch TED. 
It’s luckier.

Every day we are making choices that will either make 
us even luckier, or choices that repel the luck that is desper-
ately trying to show up in our lives.

People want to be able to create success the same way a 
chef makes a pie. They want a recipe and a formula. They 
want to know what exactly to do in a step-by-step method.

Unfortunately, a huge part of the formula is that you 
have to be lucky. I hope I’ve convinced you that being lucky 
is actually something you are in control of. I hope I’ve also 
shown you that luck is already trying to beat down your door.
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the second key: reputation

We are moving into a time when everyone and everything 
is connected. In the Entrepreneur Revolution your most 
prized asset is your personal brand and reputation.

When somebody Googles your name, the first page of 
results is a clear indication of how the world sees you.

Is it clear what you do? Is it clear what you are good at? 
Can people see a photo or a video of you? Can they find 
testimonials? This is important stuff.

In a world where the most cutting-edge technology has 
been designed to leverage your message, you must build a 
profile and guard your reputation.

We live in a world where your reputation will follow 
you around for life. One seriously stupid decision will be 
searchable for a very long time if the story hits the internet.

Losing his reputation cost Tiger Woods over $25m in 
lost contracts in the short term. The long-term effects of 
his lost reputation could be over $100m. It’s an extreme 
example. However, it illustrates a point that’s relevant at all 
levels of business.

On the flip side, a great reputation will pick you up 
when you’re down or even rescue your business. Richard 
Branson’s reputation is so strong, his involvement in the 
failing bank Northern Rock helped to turn it around.

He says: “Your reputation is all you have in life – your 
personal reputation and the reputation of your brand. And 
if you do anything that damages that reputation, you can 
destroy your company.”
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In my first book, Become a Key Person of Influence, I 
discussed how I witnessed certain people become go-to 
people in their industry. These people then earned more 
money, had more fun and attracted more opportunity.

My first book became a best-seller. As a result, I was 
featured in the media and was offered considerable amounts 
of money just to turn up and speak at events around the 
world. Often, I would get paid more money for a 45-minute 
talk than most people earn in a month.

I’ve been offered shares in other peoples businesses 
because of my reputation and my profile.

As a result of my reputation and profile, I was ap-
proached by a major publisher to write the book you have 
in your hands.

So, a reputation and a profile are valuable assets that 
pay regular dividends. People who have a reputation receive 
inbound opportunities. Their phone rings every day with 
perfect projects. They don’t have to chase constantly for 
their next paycheck, the money comes and finds them.

By far your most prized asset must be your reputation. 
It’s an asset that will pay you well for life. Guard it, nurture 
it, make decisions with your reputation in mind because 
great entrepreneurs believe that money comes and goes but 
your reputation is permanent.

Consider all the people you know who make great 
money, who live exciting lives, who have influence and suc-
cess in abundance. Unless they inherited it, I can guarantee 
you that they are well known in their field.
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Their names come up in conversation, they hear about 
opportunities first, they earn more and they have more fun 
doing it – they have made a name for themselves in their 
industry and the rewards show up in volumes.

If you do the things that impact your reputation in 
a positive way you will attract more opportunities. These 
opportunities create wealth and success.

There are five ways to position yourself as a “key person 
of influence” in your field:

 ● Pitch. Take the time to prepare how you answer the 
question “what do you do?” Choose for yourself a “micro-
niche” and own that space rather than being another 
generalist. If you get into a conversation with someone, 
you must engage their imagination, be memorable, cred-
ible, clear and believable. People who have made a name 
for themselves are very clear on how they add value and 
they can explain it to others.

 ● Publish. Write down your key ideas, create articles, 
blogs and even a book about what you do. With few 
exceptions, it’s nearly impossible to make a name for 
yourself if you aren’t publishing your ideas somewhere.

 ● Products. You will get known by the products you create 
or associate yourself with. Make sure you only align to 
products and services that are an authentic expression 
of who you are and you feel proud to be associated with 
them.

 ● Profile. Raise your profile online and in the media. 
Make sure you dominate the front page of Google when 
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someone searches for you. Get featured in the press and 
post it online. If search engines like Google can’t find you, 
your reputation is in serious trouble.

 ● Partnerships. You don’t have enough time in the day to 
do everything yourself. If you put your time into creat-
ing a brilliant product, partner with someone who has 
wide-reaching distribution. If you have a great brand, 
partner with someone who has highly developed prod-
ucts. Network, connect and partner with the key people 
in your industry.

Never has there been a better time in history to make a 
name for yourself. New technology and the widespread 
sharing of resources make it easier than ever to do all five 
of the steps listed above.

No need to look for some special secret to wealth. The 
secret is: you are already standing on a mountain of value but 
you need to let the world know about it. After you’ve made a 
name for yourself, expect to see more opportunity, more fun, 
more inbound enquiries and even a lot more money.

If you put more focus into building your reputation, 
enhancing your brand and making a name for yourself in 
your industry, you’ll always have a valuable asset.

It can take 20 years to build a reputation  

and 5 minutes to ruin it.  

If you think about that,  

you’ll do things differently. 

Warren Buffet
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the third key: Vitality

Coming from a space of vitality rather than functionality is 
a characteristic at the heart of every great leader, adventurer, 
author, actor or entrepreneur.

Functionality is defined as performing a set of tasks or 
processes efficiently. It’s a given that you need to be profi-
cient at what you do. However, it just won’t get you closer 
to success in the Entrepreneur Revolution.

There are two literal definitions of the word “vital” – the 
first is “irreplaceable” and the second is “life-force.”

Money, wealth, power and influence move towards 
people who are the “irreplaceable life-force” in their domain.

The people who aren’t easy to get rid of, the ones who 
can’t be forgotten; these are the people who truly make it.

There are countless books and seminars available today 
that focus on automating and systemizing what you do. 
They tell you to avoid putting your personality into your 
business because you will get stuck in the business.

They say you shouldn’t get too known in your field or 
else people will want to deal with you personally. They say 
you should build the business so it doesn’t need you.

I don’t agree with this approach in its entirety.
I agree that you should not be doing functional tasks 

that could be automated or systemized. However, I believe 
the purpose of getting these tasks taken care of is so you 
can become even more vital to your business.

Your goal is to move to higher and greater levels of 
irreplaceability.
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People who are functional end up being replaced; people 
who are vital end up with ownership. They stay true to their 
centre and they own their space. Often, this results in them 
owning their marketplace, their business and their niche too.

Vital people have a sense of curiosity, a spark, a conta-
gious energy and a genuine desire to serve at a new, higher 
standard.

Recently, I watched a documentary about the legendary 
hair stylist, Vidal Sassoon. Everyone he met described him 
as a true artist. He cared about hair; he wasn’t satisfied 
unless he gave it his all.

He studied architecture for inspiration. He danced 
around the person in the chair as he styled them. You could 
never tell him the haircut you wanted. Instead he would 
study your face and tell you what haircut he would do for 
you.

Vidal Sassoon became a very, very rich man. He didn’t 
try to retire from hairdressing, he tried to find ways to 
impact even more people and to get into it deeper than 
anyone else. He was vital.

My friend Cathy Burke is the CEO of the Hunger 
Project Australia. She brings so much life to that organiza-
tion that people can’t help but get involved. Under her com-
mitment it’s gone from annual revenues of a few hundred 
thousand dollars into the millions; and it’s still climbing.

She has put in place lots of systems and best-practices 
but only for one reason; she wants all the boring stuff taken 
care of so her team can spend more time and energy being 
engaged with the cause.
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Great entrepreneurs don’t use systems, technology and 
best practices to get out of their business. They use them 
to get in deeper.

Vital people don’t dream of retiring some day. In fact, 
they think about ways that they can keep doing more of 
what they love to do for as long as they can.

Rupert Murdoch is a billionaire and he is in his 80s; he 
hasn’t retired yet. Warren Buffet is the second richest guy in 
the world; he’s also in his 80s and he hasn’t retired either.

I could make a list of almost every billionaire in the 
world who is in “retirement age” and almost every single one 
of them still shows up to work!

But, of course, it isn’t work. When it feels like work you 
want to retire, you want to knock off early, you need other 
hobbies to keep you sane and you are dreaming of going 
on holidays.

What you are actually dreaming of is being in a space of 
vitality. You are dreaming of what it would be like to wake 
up excited about what the day could offer you and doing 
things that make you feel even more invigorated than when 
you started. You yearn to be the life force.

Well, here is the amazingly good news. You live in a 
world where you have vast options and can do almost any-
thing your heart desires!

You can create things, you can be a public speaker, you 
can trade things, you can invent things, you can bring people 
together; and any of that stuff could make you wealthy and 
fulfil your dreams.
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Before you read on, do you agree or not? Every day, isn’t 
the world showing you fresh new examples of people who 
are fully embracing life and making millions?

Are you seeing examples of people who hate their bor-
ing, replaceable life but at least they get paid fortunes? I’m 
not. I only see people who are leaning into their lives and 
getting the real rewards.

The truth about retirement is that you will dream about 
the days you were most engaged in life’s meaningful work, 
or you will wish you had been.

Talk to any elderly person and they will tell you to quit 
trying to do something you hate for the money. They will 
tell you to go out and do something that inspires you while 
you still have time to do something great.

If you were in a vital space when you were creating your 
income wouldn’t you certainly make more income? People 
would notice you more and want to do business with you 
more. It’s time to give up on the dream of “passive income,” 
“easy wins” and a “comfortable retirement.” It’s time to say:

“I will only do things I never want to retire from and I 
will do these things in a way that adds value to others and 
tangibly rewards me as well.”

Wealth flows to vital people, not functional people. 
Wealth flows to people who build a reputation and a profile. 
Wealth flows to people who acknowledge their luck and go 
out to create more of it.

When you are ready for the next steps to becoming 
more vital, known and lucky please turn the page. We’re 
about to turn your passion into a meaningful, profitable 
empire that helps other people.



Part II

Finding Your Place 
in the Entrepreneur 

Revolution





ChaPtER 8

thE EntREPREnEuR  
SwEEt SPot

In these exciting times we’re living in, for the first time in 
history, it’s easy to make an income from almost anything 

you want.
In the Entrepreneur Revolution you can pursue a pas-

sion and live well from it. You can access a global market 
and enough people around the world can join in to make 
it a business.

For the first time in history, people can move into what 
I call the “entrepreneur sweet spot.”

You only have to figure out three key ingredients and 
you will find that you wake up each day living very happily 
in the age of the Entrepreneur Revolution.

Here are the three ingredients you need to hit the en-
trepreneur sweet spot:

1. Do something you’re passionate about.
2. Do something you’re good at.
3. Do something that makes money.
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Let’s address these aspects one at a time.

1. Doing something you are passionate about

Knowing your passion is very important for several reasons.
First, you need passion because you need to keep your-

self engaged in the projects you are creating.
We live in the age of opportunity. It’s not fair on your 

brain to give it so many things to choose from. Just 60 years 
ago, people hardly had any choices to make by comparison.

Your parents or grandparents had a peer-group of 
maybe 50–100 people. There were just a few restaurants 
in town. There were a few movies that came out each year. 
There were only two brands of most products to choose 
from, eight radio stations to listen to, four TV channels to 
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watch, five newspapers to read. The previous generation had 
instructions on how to have a good life. They were told to 
“Work hard, get a good job, work hard, buy a house, work 
hard, pay your mortgage, work hard, retire, take a cruise, 
play golf, pass away with dignity.”

Life must have been a lot simpler for them. For us, it’s 
complex. There is an almost infinite number of opportuni-
ties coming at us every day – go on this holiday, buy this 
fragrance, upgrade to this phone, take this course, do these 
exercises, invest in these assets, give to this charity, read this 
blog, subscribe to this YouTube channel, accept this friend 
request, listen to this guru, follow this person’s tweets.

How on earth are we supposed to live like this? Tech-
nology was meant to make our lives better, not make us go 
insane.

The answer is, you must develop your own personal 
compass. An understanding of your passion gives you this 
compass. You must take a deep, introspective look at what 
you want to do with your life and decide in advance what 
constitutes a good opportunity and what doesn’t.

Without knowing what it is that you are passionate 
about, you will constantly be distracted by the infinite num-
ber of choices that bombard you every day.

Secondly, having a clear passion that others can tune 
into is a huge competitive advantage. I would go so far as to 
say, in the Entrepreneur Revolution it’s nearly impossible to 
build a business without passion. You will always be beaten 
by the person who has it.

Remember, in the times we live in, you are in competi-
tion with people from all over the world. A dispassionate 
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person can lose their opportunities to a passionate person 
who lives on the other side of the world.

Discovering your passion

Passionate people have a huge advantage over dispassionate 
people. A passionate person attracts opportunities like a 
magnet.

Vidal Sassoon was the world’s highest paid hairdresser 
ever, he built an empire on his passion. Here’s how he de-
scribes his job:

How fortuitous to be able to touch the human 

frame. To be exhilarated by a craft that constantly 

changes; to hold that substance growing from a 

human form that moulds, creates spontaneous 

fashion. To be involved in the poetry of change.

Apparently, he’s talking about cutting hair! He could 
only speak this way out of a genuine love of his craft.

Many people struggle with the big question “what’s my 
purpose?” or “what should I do that I’m passionate about?”

It might seem like a big question, but it’s actually not 
that hard to discover if you know the right questions to 
ask so you can tune into the passion that’s already present.

After discussing this topic with hundreds of entrepre-
neurs I fully believe that your whole life has already been 
playing out a theme. Whether you are conscious of it or not, 
there’s an underlying theme that’s been showing up in your 
life since you were a child.
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For me, the theme is entrepreneurship, personal em-
powerment and fundraising for charity. For as long as I 
can remember, the big moments in my life revolved around 
these themes.

At age 10, I was running garage sales from my parents’ 
house. I wouldn’t just sell our families unwanted items, I 
would sell the neighbours’ stuff on consignment as well!

As a kid, I was washing cars and pulling weeds to raise 
money for my Scout hall.

I also developed a love of personal development from a 
very young age. Before the age of 13, I was reading books 
about goal setting and comfort zones.

At the intersection of these themes I find myself incred-
ibly passionate even to this day.

Today I have businesses in three countries. I raise a lot of 
money for charity through business and I’m still fascinated 
about what makes people able to perform at their best.

When someone offers me an opportunity, I simply need 
to decide if it fits with these themes of empowering people 
through entrepreneurship.

Your life also has a theme. There are things you’ve been 
doing almost your whole life that you keep coming back to. 
The trick is to discover what that theme is.

At first, most people tell me that their history contains 
many unrelated activities. After probing deeply with hun-
dreds of people on this topic I know this isn’t the case. I 
know that all the things that genuinely excite a person are 
somehow connected.
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Richard Branson has 150 companies in the Virgin Em-
pire. At first glance it would seem that they are all unrelated; 
what does an airline have to do with credit cards or mobile 
phones?

Probe a little deeper and you’ll see that there’s a theme. 
Richard Branson loves to shake up stale old industries and 
make them fun. He did it with magazines, music stores, 
airlines and banks – along with dozens of other industries 
that took themselves too seriously. If he sticks to the theme, 
he’s happy and his businesses work.

I describe it like an apple tree. There might be lots of 
separate apples on the tree, but there’s just one tree that 
keeps growing them. Likewise, there might be a lot of op-
portunities that interest you, but there’s one key theme that 
links them together.

To get more apples, you need a big, strong apple tree. To 
get more of the right opportunities you need to understand 
what your theme is.

To see Daniel talk about discovering your passion visit: 

www.entrevo.com/talk-passion
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activity: Discover your “theme”

Your “theme” will take the form of a rant that begins with any 

of these four sentences.

1. “For as long as I can remember I’ve felt there’s some-

thing exciting at the intersection of … & …”

2. “I deeply believe that the world needs …”

3. “Never in history has there been a better time for …” 

4. “My whole life I’ve been fascinated by what happens 

when you mix … & …”

This rant will light you up and excite you. It will feel like a rant 

that’s been waiting to emerge since you were very young. It 

will feel a bit like a crusade you want to embark on and you 

don’t really care how it happens as long as it unfolds.

This rant is not commercial. It’s not “I believe there needs 

to be another accountant in London.”

My rant goes like this …

“I believe there’s great power at the intersection of 

entrepreneurship and human empowerment. There’s an 

Entrepreneur Revolution that needs to take place. Billions of 

people need to discover their hidden entrepreneur and then 

use it as a vehicle to reclaim their power – economically, 

intellectually, emotionally and spiritually. I believe that an 

entrepreneurial population is an empowered population 

and that entrepreneurs, by nature, want to fix the problems 

that humanity faces. I believe that by creating millions more 
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empowered entrepreneurial teams we will transform the planet 

and create a world that works for more people.”

I could rant like that for hours. None of it is commercial, it’s 

just the crusade I’ve been on for as long as I can remember. 

In the early days I didn’t have the words to describe it but I 

just knew this is what I wanted to see happen in the world.

When your passion tree has deep roots under the surface 

it can grow big above ground.
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2. Doing something you’re good at

Now that we’ve talked about discovering what you are pas-
sionate about, let’s talk about the next step in moving to the 
entrepreneur sweet spot.

You can’t just be passionate, you also need to deliver 
real value.

At the heart of every great business is something of 
value, an asset. You cannot build a business if there’s a lack 
of value.

No matter how good your sales people are, no matter 
how much advertising you do, no matter how much you 
push, if there’s no value there’s no business in the long run.

I am fortunate enough to be mentored by some brilliant 
people. One of these people is a guy who used to be a top 
performing fund manager for a huge investment bank. Over 
lunch one day he said a sentence to me that changed my life.

He said: “Income follows assets.”
If you want rental income you first need an asset 

called a house. He explained, all things being equal, a five-
bedroom house earns more than a two-bedroom house. 
In fact, no amount of marketing and sales efforts can get 
a two-bedroom house to earn more than its five-bedroom 
counterpart.

You could make millions worth of sales next month if 
I gave you an exclusive contract to sell the Empire State 
Building.
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When there’s an asset, there are many ways to make 
money from it. If you want more income in your business 
you need a bigger asset.

In business the main asset you have is called “Intel-
lectual Property,” or “IP” for short.

I’m not necessarily talking about the legal definition of 
IP that has been formalized with trademarks, patents, etc. 
I’m talking about the special stuff that makes you valuable.

For now, IP represents your method of doing something, 
your unique philosophy behind what you do, the recipes for 
success that you know. It’s your brand or reputation, it’s your 
way of creating a culture that attracts top people.

All of these things are infused with magical stuff called 
IP.

So how do you create more of it? How do you know 
what IP you already have but take for granted? How do you 
dig up this gold?

You write.
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You write articles, you write books, you write brochures, 
you draw diagrams and you get what’s in your head out on 
paper (or onto a hard drive at least).

Most of the IP you have goes swirling through your 
brain so fast that you call it “intuitive.” What you will dis-
cover is that it’s often not intuitive. It’s a thought process 
that happens really quickly.

Only when you sit down and write about what you do 
will you be able to slow it down enough to see what’s really 
going on.

Whenever I have an idea, my first step is to write about 
it. I will write a blog or create a brochure for it. In doing so, 
I need to pin the idea down and make sure there’s real value 
in it. When I see the blog or the brochure it either feels real 
or it becomes obvious how many ingredients are missing.

I also write case studies about clients we’ve helped. It 
makes me slow down and deconstruct the elements that 
were behind the success story.

In writing this book, I’ve become much clearer on many 
aspects of my personal philosophy, my methods and my 
value. I’ve talked a lot about these ideas but something 
magic happens when you have to write.

The content that you write will be used to make prod-
ucts, marketing materials, employee handbooks, investor 
memorandums and websites.

People will read what you write and decide if they want 
to spend time with you, buy from you, partner with you and 
even invest in you. Rarely can people make the decision to 
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do any of that unless they read something. Certainly, it’s 
hard to scale your business without great written content.

If you’ve never written much before, don’t worry. You 
aren’t trying to win a literary award; you’re trying to slow 
down your mind and access valuable ideas.

Here’s a list of things to write about your area of interest:

 ● Seven mistakes people make while trying to achieve a result.
 ● Five valuable ideas more people should be aware of.
 ● Ten maxims to live by.
 ● Five things that stop people implementing good ideas.
 ● Three case studies of success stories.
 ● A brochure for your core product.
 ● A white paper or special report.
 ● A book.

Trust the process. Sit down and write your ideas down. You 
will discover that you are standing on mountains of value 
that you just take for granted.

When you examine successful people, a very common 
trait is that they write. They keep journals, they publish 
articles and white papers. They are often authors of books.

This isn’t just for the people reading it; it’s for the author 
too. They develop valuable IP as a result of the writing 
process.

The next step is commercializing your ideas. If you want 
to make real money from your intellectual property, read on.
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3. Doing something that makes money

The third step to living in the entrepreneur sweet spot is 
to learn how to earn money from what you are passionate 
about and how you can deliver value to others by doing it.

There’s been extensive research into the link between 
money and happiness. Statistically, money does make you 
happier. Up to a point.

When you deliver value to others, you must be rewarded 
for it or you will eventually become resentful.

The amount of money you need to earn may vary from 
person to person. However, one survey I found in the USA 
said $80,000 per year per person was a significant num-
ber for maximizing happiness. In the study, more money 
consistently equalled more happiness up to $80,000 per 
year but, after that threshold, more money had very little 
impact on happiness at all. Some people earning a lot more 
money became unhappy because of all the stresses that 
come with it.

For you it might be more or it might be less than other 
people. However, I could almost guarantee it’s less than 
you think.

The mainstream media has us convinced that people 
need to be making millions to be fulfilled. After a while 
we think that happiness requires six cars, four houses, a 
treasure chest full of jewellry and endless travel.
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Supposedly, we’re meant to make all this money while 
we sleep and doing something that causes no stress.

As a result of this fantasy, I regularly see people who 
write down goals of millions (sometimes even billions) as 
their financial targets. This is a surefire recipe to be incred-
ibly disappointed for the rest of your life!

You need a lot less than that to be happy.
A 2011 study into the UK economy found the average 

income was £26,000. In London (supposedly one of the 
wealthiest cities on earth) the average income is still less 
than £30,000 per year. This means the city, as a whole, 
is designed to function for people who earn about £30k. 
Anyone earning more than £30k has it better financially 
than most people in London. Anyone earning less than 
£30,000 is finding it tougher.

Believe it or not, in London the top 10% of income 
earners simply earned more than £60,000 in 2011.

I’ve discovered most people are very happy if they can 
earn about double the average wage for their city. After that 
amount, making more money often creates more stress for 
them than it’s worth.

There’s a small (tiny actually) number of people who 
truly love business for its own sake. They genuinely love 
building teams, juggling finances, raising capital, launching 
products and everything else that goes with a bigger busi-
ness. These people can earn a lot more money than most 
and still be happy because they love business.

For most people, however, you don’t need to build a 
massive business and earn millions. You can build a lifestyle 
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business that generates a healthy six-figure revenue, by 
doing what you are passionate about. That allows you to 
take home a healthy income while still having a great deal 
of freedom and lifestyle.

In the next chapter, I’m going to give you a formula for 
building that sort of business.





Chapter 9

Building a gloBal 
Small BuSineSS in the 

entrepreneur revolution

A business isn’t about desks, computers, business cards, 
staff, accounting software or websites.
You are in business to develop and commercialize IP. 

That’s it.
How that happens takes many forms but, at the guts 

of it, you’re creating or sourcing products and then making 
money from them.

The ideas in this section are powerful. I’ve used these 
ideas to create five start-ups; each went from $0 to $1 mil-
lion in sales in under a year. It’s these ideas that made me a 
millionaire by age 30.

I’ve also used these ideas with my clients and seen radi-
cal and dramatic increases in revenue and profit.

Provided you have value, we can use the following process 
to maximize the amount of money you can make from it.
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product strategy: the key to making money from your idea

At the heart of every business is a product. If you have a 
product, you can begin to build a business.

I have a strange definition of product.
I define a product as a consistent way of achieving a 

desired outcome that your customer wants.
When I look at a Rolex, I don’t see the product as being 

a watch. I see the product as “a conspicuous device that 
communicates status and high achievement.”

A person who buys a Rolex does not want to buy a 
device that tells the time. They could buy a $20 Casio that 
does a better job of telling the time. The desired outcome 
the customer wants to achieve has more to do with what a 
Rolex says about the wearer.

If the management at Rolex thought they were in the 
watch business, they would miss the point of what “product” 
they are really selling.

When you think about your product, you need to be 
very clear about the real problem you are solving. You need 
to see yourself as someone who is project managing some 
sort of result for your clients.

If you have a service, you need to structure it in a 
highly repeatable way so it begins to resemble a product. 
You should also give your services a special name, like you 
would a product.

Imagine two accountants. The first one thinks of him-
self as offering a service: “tax advice and compliance.” The 
second one sees herself as a product creator. She has three 
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products: “Fixing Financial Mess,” “Small Business Growth 
Plan” and “Exit for the Max.” Which accountant would you 
rather talk to? Who would earn money and have a business 
that scales?

The first key to commercializing your business is decid-
ing what product you are actually selling and giving it a name 
that best reflects the customer need you solve (as an interest-
ing side note, the name “Rolex” was a made-up word that the 
founder thought sounded luxurious in any language). This 
simple decision will largely impact how much money you 
make for the life of the business.

The next step is choosing how you will take it to mar-
ket. I am going to recommend that you use a very special 
product strategy that I have developed called an Ascending 
Transaction Model (ATM).

In order to understand why this strategy works I need 
first to share several strategies that don’t work.

product strategies that don’t work for small business

I’ve worked with thousands of small business owners over 
the last ten years who have come in contact with my training 
businesses.

What I have noticed is that many of them have a flawed 
product strategy. From day one, I can tell they will fail 
simply by the way they are taking their product to market.

Let me share four common product strategies that don’t 
work for small business.
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1. only one product or service (oopS) – too brand dependent

This is where a business only has one product or service. 
You either take it or leave it.

When you ask the owner of an OOPS business what 
range of products they can sell you, they are likely to say 
things like: “I do plumbing, you can buy plumbing services 
from me.” “I sell IT services, you can get me to help with 
your IT problems.”

This is the most common strategy in a traditional small 
business; and the reason these businesses stay small. It can 
work if you build a massive brand behind that single prod-
uct like Zippo lighters or Tabasco sauce did. In most cases, 
however, a small business rarely ever builds a big enough 
brand to make an OOPS business work.
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2. J  curve – too capital dependent

This is by far the most common and most dangerous busi-
ness model that people lose money on.

The “J curve” describes a business that predictably needs 
a lot of money invested before it makes a profit.

Typically, this kind of business requires huge sales vol-
umes in order to cover its basic overheads. If you have a slow 
month, chances are you will lose a lot of money.

Most “J curve” businesses don’t make money for 3–5 
years. However, if they make it through the dip, they are 
very profitable and very valuable.

A typical small example is a restaurant. It costs lots of 
money to set up a new restaurant. There’s the deposit, the 
leases, the fit out, the equipment, the stock, the marketing, 
the hiring and training of staff. The restaurant owner has 
to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars before the doors 
are even open.

Even after the doors are open, the running costs aren’t 
small either. Each month a restaurant needs to sell thou-
sands of meals before it covers its costs and makes money.

It can take months, or even years, to build up a loyal 
following of customers who make a restaurant profitable. 
If you don’t have the capital to stay open, you will go broke 
before you get through the dip.

On the other end of the scale is a software company. 
Software businesses are typically “J curve” businesses. They 
invest millions of dollars into developing a product that will 
sell for $100 per unit.
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What’s worse is that people will often pirate their prod-
uct and distribute it for free. If the business didn’t raise 
enough money on day one, it’s likely to run out of cash 
before it hits enough sales volume to cover its costs.

3. one-stop shop – too systems dependent

A one-stop shop is a business that tries to sell too many 
products, or tries to offer too much customization. Effec-
tively, a customer comes in contact with the business and 
can make hundreds of product choices.

Amazon is a one-stop shop. Wal-Mart is too. These 
businesses offer thousands and thousands of product 
options.
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The problem with this type of business is there are too 
many moving parts. Too many things can go wrong. It’s 
too easy for your customers or staff to “break” the business.

In order to run this sort of business profitably, you need 
absolutely bulletproof systems. If you don’t have the systems 
in place, you will always be pulling your hair out trying to 
fight fires.

I often see small businesses that are trying to sell hun-
dreds of products but not getting any traction with any of 
them. The market doesn’t see them standing out for any-
thing and the business is always dealing with some drama 
that relates to one of its many products.
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4. Brokerage model – too time dependent

Brokerage businesses sell other people’s value. The typical 
example is a real estate agency or a car yard. They don’t own 
the assets they sell, they just go out and find a buyer.

My first businesses were all brokerage model businesses. 
I would go and find a product that I thought was going to 
be hot and I would take it to market.

Despite turning over millions, I was always shocked 
to discover that these early ventures were not worth real 
money to investors or acquirers.

Whenever I would get my business valued, I would be 
told the same thing “you are the business,” or “there’s no real 
asset in this business that you own.” One person described 
my business as a “sales engine.”

They would tell me that despite our team, our seven 
figure revenue and our offices, if we stopped working the 
business would grind to an immediate halt.

What I didn’t have was Intellectual Property. It would 
be cheaper for someone to set up in competition with me 
than to buy my business.

Despite the downsides of this business model, it is by 
far the best way to start out in business.

If you’ve never been in business before, don’t go out and 
invent your own products. Go and find someone who has a 
successful product and help them to sell more of it or help 
them to sell it in a new territory.
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Two years working as a brokerage for someone else 
will teach you about business. You won’t need to worry 
about product development, you will just need to get good 
at sales, marketing and administration. Vital skills for any 
entrepreneur.

If you broker someone else’s product, your job is simply 
to find ways to sell it efficiently. This skill will be invaluable 
to you later in your business life.

A brokerage business won’t really attract investors, it 
won’t sell for much but it will teach you everything you need 
to know about running a successful business.

Once you have the basics down, you can then develop 
your own products in a way that does create real value.





Chapter 10

the asCending 
transaCtion Model (atM)

Knowing what you are passionate about is not enough 
to make money in business. Having a valuable IP is 

not enough either. If you want to make money from your 
business you need to have an elegant product strategy.

In this chapter we’re going to look at a very powerful 
product strategy that makes a lot of money. It involves four 
types of products that strategically work together to gener-
ate a lot of revenue.

I have called this system an Ascending Transaction 
Model (ATM) because I want you to remember that it’s 
designed to give you money.

Great businesses have four types of products that all 
serve a unique purpose:

1. Gifts
2. Products for prospects (PFP)
3. Core offerings
4. Logical next steps (LNS)
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rules for creating each product in the atM

Let’s take a look at each of these types of products in order 
and place some rules around them to make sure they are 
doing their job.

1. gifts

Gifts are free products that you give to the world expecting 
nothing in return. You don’t ask for contact details, you 
don’t ask for money, you don’t ask for anything. They are 
thoughtful, valuable and enticing in their own right and 
they show just how brilliant your business is.

A great gift is delightful if it’s given to the right person 
at the right time. It needs to open people up to a whole new 
world of value that your business offers.

Your gift should entice people to want to know more 
about what you do and what value you offer.

Big companies like Rolex, Qantas, Credit Suisse and 
Kia give us the tennis, the golf, yacht races and other sport-
ing events as a gift. They pay for these events to run and 
you don’t have to be a customer to enjoy them.

Apple gives you iTunes for free. Google gives you 
browsers, calendars, maps, apps and more for free.
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In a small business, a gift can be a DVD, a book, a 
YouTube channel full of great content, a downloadable 
checklist or a sample.

The key is that you give it freely and ask nothing back 
from the person who receives it.

rules for creating a gift

1. It is given as a gift without conditions. The gift must be 
given freely, it must be perceived as valuable and timely. 
You must not ask for anything in return, you release the 
gift “free to the world.”

2. It must be meaningful. A great gift can open people up 
to a whole new world; a world where the problems and 
frustrations they’ve had don’t exist the way they used to.

3. It doesn’t send you broke. The gift must be low cost for 
you to deliver; you can’t go broke giving gifts. In most 
cases it will be a digital gift, social media or an event 
experience (all of these have a very low and manageable 
cost per person).

2. products for prospects

This is a product for people who want to try you out without 
committing too much money or time. This type of product 
is designed to offer a quick win or a first-hand experience. 
It’s a sample of things to come, a test drive or a first step in 
the right direction.

A good law firm will offer a free first consultation, a 
car dealership might invite you to a special event, a small 
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business might get you to buy a home study kit or attend 
a low-cost seminar.

Products for prospects need to have a low cost. Either 
a small amount of money, some focused time or sharing of 
contact details.

The product for prospects is designed to ignite the com-
mercial relationship between your business and your ideal 
customer.

It should warm people up to doing business with you, 
share some of your philosophy, demonstrate your value and 
do it all quickly and cheaply.

Apple have the iPod Nano. BMW have branded cloth-
ing. Google offer an Adwords voucher. Accountants invite 
people to attend a networking event in their office.

Small businesses can run events or webinars, create 
memberships, offer downloads or have books or DVDs all 
very cheaply.

rules for creating a product for prospects

1. Get your ideas out to the world. The product for 
prospects should be focused on sharing your ideas and 
philosophies. Not generic ideas, not old ideas, not small 
ideas. Share your big, unique and transformational ideas 
with your prospects. Ideas are cheap these days – make 
your money on the implementation of the ideas.

2. Get contact details. A product for prospects should be 
exchanged for accurate contact information. It’s OK to 
charge for this product if you like and it’s also OK to give 
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it at no charge but you must get people’s contact details 
in the process.

3. Quick wins. You want to make sure that people get 
some sort of quick benefit from this product, preferably 
in under seven days. If you charge, it should be priced 
cheaply enough that people feel they got a very good deal 
considering how quickly they started to see value. The 
product for prospects should lead people closer to the 
decision to buy your core product but not cannibalize 
your core product. A quick win doesn’t mean that the 
problem is completely solved and there’s no longer a need 
to do more with your business.

3. a core product

These are the products (or services) you are famous for.
For BMW it’s cars. KPMG’s core offering is auditing. 

Singapore Airlines are known for long-haul flights.
With these products you can deliver a full and remark-

able solution to what people want. These products seriously 
solve problems.

They are your main focus and your customers and 
clients can’t stop talking about them. These products are 
priced to be profitable. It’s OK to lose small money on gifts 
and products for prospects but not on your core business.

You’ve giving people a taste of what you can do with your 
product for prospects but now it’s time to be paid for your 
fair value when someone wants to access your core business.

You must create a special methodology that makes your 
core offering remarkable. You need to push your team to be 
the best in your market for this type of product.
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It’s important that you develop enticing brochures and 
websites for your core product. You should raise your profile 
as the leader in your industry for your core product.

The key is to create a full and remarkable solution to 
your ideal customer’s problem. You want your core product 
to turn people into evangelists for your brand.

rules for creating a core product

1. A remarkable solution. The core business must be a 
full and remarkable solution to a real problem your po-
tential clients face. By definition, a remarkable product 
is something that is worth talking about. Your goal is to 
create your product in a way that people want to tell their 
friends how good it is.

2. Implementation, not ideas. In most cases your business 
will implement some sort of change for a customer or 
client. You will create something they couldn’t create on 
their own or you will work with them closely to help them 
create it properly. Do not fall into the trap of thinking that 
you will make money just by sharing your ideas. We live 
in a world where people already have access to ideas free 
of charge; they don’t have time to implement the ideas and 
they want to pay you big money to do it for them (or to get 
them to do it right). When someone has your core product 
they feel it solved a problem or created a huge benefit.

3. The price is right. The job of the core product is to 
make profit; you can break even or even lose small money 
on gifts and products for prospects but you must never 
undersell your core product at a loss or a break even.
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The core business must cost more than £1000 per client 
per year. Every time a client says yes to doing business with 
your small business, it must generate an order of thousands 
of pounds minimum. You can’t run a profitable business on 
small sales. It’s OK to have a small unit cost, but the mini-
mum order size must be £1000+ per year. If not, I would 
say it’s a product for prospects not a core business sale.

4. a logical next step (lns)

Your core product was so delightful that your clients want 
to know what comes next. The LNS products are the prod-
ucts you mostly sell to people who’ve already bought your 
core business.

BMW are known for their cars but they make a lot of 
money in finance and insurance (the logical next step after 
you’ve just bought a car). Then they service your vehicle 
and eventually they handle the sale of your older car as they 
upgrade you to their new model.

Your LNS product should be highly profitable. Selling 
to existing clients is highly profitable because the cost of 
winning the relationship has already been covered.

The LNS product creates a long-term underpinning of 
your business. With this fourth product you should do well 
in business for many years to come.

rules for creating a logical next step

1. It’s highly profitable. The logical next step should aim to 
double the profitability of your business. This product is 
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designed to be sold to existing clients so you don’t have 
the huge costs of building a relationship with them. A 
well-selected second product should have the potential 
to double the profit in your business.

2. It’s different. It must not simply be more of the same. If 
your core business is accounting, your LNS can’t be more 
accounting in some other form; instead it could be legal 
services, business coaching, software, temping staff, etc.

3. It’s logical. You don’t want to confuse your clients with 
a second product offering that just doesn’t fit with your 
brand. If you sell graphic design services, you don’t want 
to offer personal training as a second sale because it 
just doesn’t seem to make sense. The LNS product is a 
“logical next step” that shows up after you solved the first 
problem. For example, after a fitness trainer helps their 
client lose weight the client logically wants to buy new 
clothes; the fitness trainer could add a personal image 
consulting service to their business.

these products fit together in a product ecosystem

These four types of product are designed to string together 
and create a product ecosystem. They take a client on a 
journey from barely knowing your business to feeling great 
about doing a lot of business with you.

Your potential clients will appreciate a gift that is given 
in the spirit of being thoughtful.
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They will then want to try out something without too 
much risk. They might be happy to spend a small amount 
of money for a quick win. Your product for prospects is the 
perfect thing for them to try you out.

After having two positive experiences with your busi-
ness, a client may now be open to spending money on your 
core business. You can also bet they are the right kind of 
client because they now have a better understanding of you 
too.

If your core business is as good as you’ve said it is, your 
client will have other wants, needs or problems that they 
would like you to help them with. Your LNS product will 
be the perfect thing.

As I said, most of the costs in acquiring a client have 
already been absorbed in the previous products so you may 
discover that you end up earning more profit on the LNS 
product than in your core.

If you do it correctly, you will have constructed a seam-
less journey for your clients. They will enjoy dealing with 
you because they don’t feel pressured or rushed to make a big 
decision; they feel each decision is quite natural and is based 
on positive past experiences with you and your business.

Creating the ecosystem that links your products

It’s not enough simply to have these four types of products 
in your business. You need the glue that links them up to 
form an ecosystem.
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There are three key pieces of “glue” that hold your ATM 
together.

1. lead capture process 

You need to capture people’s details. Prospective clients 
need to be able to signal to you that they are interested in 
doing business by registering their contact details with you.

This could be on your website (e.g. fill in your details 
and then download our research paper). It could also be a 
good old-fashioned fishbowl on the counter for people to 
put their business card in. It could be a form that gets filled 
in by your staff. It could be a “Facebook Connect” button 
that automatically connects your businesses page to your 
client. However you structure it, capturing people’s contact 
details is a key part of your business and you should have 
several ways to collect them.

A lot of people who receive your gift product will want 
to engage with you. Make sure they can.

Start to become more aware of how other companies 
capture your details. You might be surprised to discover that 
you are handing over your details several times per week 
in various forms. Additionally, research the people in your 
industry and find out who is capturing details in a profes-
sional and brand-affirming way. Take these lead-capturing 
processes and put them into your business.

2. sales conversations

The next piece of glue is sales. It’s a very important part of 
every business that many small business owners often avoid.
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Secretly, many small business owners have a negative 
association to selling and they wish they could simply do 
extra marketing, extra servicing or extra networking rather 
than having to have the sales conversation.

Unfortunately, this is a fantasy. Omega, Ferrari, Google, 
HSBC and Apple all invest in sales training so their staff 
know how to have a structured sales conversation with a 
prospective buyer.

If the world’s biggest brands, with the world’s hottest 
products, need to have sales conversations then so does 
every small business.

The good news is, if someone has had a good experi-
ence with your gift and products for prospects, the sales 
conversation will be an enjoyable experience. Products for 
prospects and gifts are brilliant for warming people up to 
be pre-sold before they meet you for a sales chat.

In many cases, a person who has experienced your prod-
uct for prospects already suspects they want to do business 
with you but they just need to clarify some finer points and 
sort out the particulars.

I would go so far as to say that you (or your sales people) 
should avoid talking to people unless they have experienced 
a product for prospects. If someone calls out of the blue and 
wants to talk business, be sure to send them the gift or the 
product for prospects before you meet with them.

I recommend that you become more keenly interested 
in how sales conversations are structured. Go and put your-
self in situations where you can be sold to, find out what 
works for you as a buyer and what doesn’t. See if you can 
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create the ultimate “buying experience” out of your sales 
conversations.

3. servicing process

The final piece of glue is service. Your clients need you to 
look after them better than you said you would.

This means you must strategically undersell your core 
product. You must keep some aces up your sleeve and resist 
the temptation to tell prospects about everything you will 
do for them once they are a client.

If you tell your prospects that you take your clients 
away each year on a river cruise, they will expect it. When 
the invite arrives they will think “He did what he said he 
was going to do.”

If, for some reason, you didn’t do the river cruise, your 
clients would feel they missed out on something you said 
you would do.

Conversely, if you are disciplined and you never men-
tioned the river cruise, when the invite arrives your client 
will likely feel special because you’ve done something above 
and beyond their expectations.

Even after you’ve delivered value to your clients, they 
will want to know that they are still valued and you’re still 
available to them.

You must build into your business special ways to look 
after your existing clients, long after they have bought from 
you.
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You can put them into an online club membership or 
forum, you can invite them to “clients only” events, you can 
send them updates. Make sure it’s delightful though.

If you send out a half-hearted newsletter once a month 
it will have the opposite effect on your clients: rather than 
being delighted by you, they will be annoyed.

If people are delighted by your servicing, they will want 
to buy your LNS product. If you fail to service your exist-
ing clients, no matter how good your core product is, it’s 
unlikely you will get an uptake on your next offering.

Think of all the businesses you have bought from in the 
last year or two. See if you can think of who has looked after 
you as a client above and beyond your expectations.

Can you recall special events, little surprises or unex-
pected value that showed up after you were already a client? 
If not, can you imagine what you would have loved them to 
do? When you have some ideas, design some surprises for 
your existing clients.
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the complete atM

Now you have the four products and you have three pieces 
of glue that form a product ecosystem. When you put them 
in order, you end up with an Ascending Transaction Model.

You will create a nice, easy way for people to do business 
with you at several levels. People will love being around 
your business and they will feel good about buying from 
you several times.

The best part of an ATM is that you can simply go 
around making sure people get given gifts and products for 
prospects. After that, the domino effect kicks in and you 
have a business that just flows.

What happens when you don’t have a product ecosystem?

It takes time to create an ATM. You put many hours into 
strategy, design and production in order to get it right.

Failing to do so, however, shouldn’t be an option.
Many small business people want their business to be 

easy and simple so they just don’t bother to put together 
an ATM.
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With too few products, they make the error of pushing 
their core business too soon. They expect people who hardly 
know them to open their wallet and start spending.

When this doesn’t happen, the business owner makes 
the mistake of lowering the price of the core business to 
a level that isn’t profitable and they begin to resent their 
business and their clients.

If they don’t lower the price, too few potential custom-
ers make the leap. They might be charging a fair price but 
simply don’t have enough clients to run the business.

The issue isn’t the price of the core product; the issue is 
that the business has not created a relationship; something 
the gift and product for prospects are designed to do.

Even if the business has these first three products it will 
be profitable. However, without the LNS, the business is 
probably doing barely half the profit it is capable of.

An Ascending Transaction Model covers your bases. 
It has products that build relationships and products that 
deliver value. It gets you out to market and it makes you 
money.

The key is taking time to carefully plan and produce the 
products you will have in your ATM. If you simply give up, 
you’re destined to stay small and struggle to make money 
from your venture.
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a big lesson or big result

Not only have I used the ATM strategy to grow several 
multi-million dollar businesses myself, I’ve used this for-
mula with hundreds of my clients and it’s staggering how 
fast their businesses become dramatically more profitable.

I’ve seen a personal trainer go from £50k a year to 
£200k a year in one year. I’ve seen a consultant go from 
£80k a year to £500k in just 20 months after implementing 
an ATM. I’ve seen a charity go from $2.5m a year in dona-
tions to $4m the following year using this strategy.

I’ve seen it work with all sorts of businesses and charities.
When you put the ATM into your business one of two 

things will happen very quickly.

1. Either you will get a big result and start seeing your 
business succeed.

2. Or you will discover that your business idea is lacking 
something very fundamental and you need to make a big 
change.
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Unfortunately, until you have an elegant business model like 
the Ascending Transaction Model, you simply won’t know.

It’s easy to blame the economy, the competition, the gov-
ernment, the clients or the staff. If your business is under-
performing, I urge you not to blame any external factor until 
after you’ve implemented an ATM strategy with excellence. 
After that, you can go looking for another reason.

Maybe your idea is great or maybe it sucks; it’s impos-
sible to tell unless you’ve tested out how that product fits 
with your ATM.

A single product out on its own won’t tell you much. It 
might be an amazing core offering but, without a product 
for prospects helping it along, it might not sell.

You might have a created a great product for prospects, 
but you just don’t have a remarkable core offering to back 
it up.

It’s important to know the Ascending Transaction 
Model isn’t an overnight phenomenon. It’s a powerful 
strategy but it can take time to implement.

You need to create products that you are proud of. My 
clients often take between 6 and 12 months to get their 
ATM just right. Many discover on day one that they don’t 
have a core offering and they have been trying to rest their 
business upon a product for prospects.

This is a good framework but it’s not valuable until it 
becomes more than just an idea.

In the next part of this book, I’m going to focus on 
overcoming the roadblocks to implementation. I want to 
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discuss what’s required for you to go from a good idea to 
an exceptional business.

In the chapter ahead, you’ll discover what you must 
focus on in order to be successful as an entrepreneur and 
make the most of the times we are living in.

To see Daniel talk about the Ascending Transaction Model 

visit: 

www.entrevo.com/talk-atm
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ChaPtER 11

thE SEvEn-StagE JouRnEy 
Into thE EntREPREnEuR 

REvoLutIon

There is a predictable journey you are going to go on 
as you leave the industrial age and enter the Entre-

preneur Revolution.
Without knowing this predictable journey you may 

get frustrated at times. Maybe things seem like they aren’t 
moving fast enough, or maybe too fast. Maybe you try to 
run before you can crawl and end up falling down again and 
again. Maybe you find yourself on a plateau without a clear 
path to go to the next level.

Without a clear journey you won’t make the best of 
these times you are living in. For that reason, I’ve mapped 
out what I consider to be the predictable path you are likely 
to take as you fully embrace the Entrepreneur Revolution.

The first part of the journey is “work.” It feels like work 
and it’s where most of us get started.
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Work wasn’t designed to make you wealthy or fulfilled. 
It was designed to make you enough money and grant you 
enough satisfaction that you don’t cause a problem for your 
employer or for society. Work is the comfy little treadmill 
that you are expected to run on to keep the industrialized 
society functioning.

Today, the purpose of work is to discover what you love, 
to get experience and to meet other people in your field. It 
still isn’t designed to make you wealthy but it’s there to lay 
the foundations.

the three levels of “work”
Level 1: the newbie

The newbie is fresh, new and enthusiastic in a particular 
vocation or role. Their job is to learn the ropes and become 
functional. Often a newbie is called an apprentice. Everyone 
must do their time as an apprentice. If you are lucky, you 
will do an apprenticeship under a great mentor and you 
will set yourself up for a fast-track tour of the workforce. 
Most people, however, will simply do their training, become 
functional and then progress to the next level.

Level 2: the worker

After sufficient time in an apprentice role, you become 
functional and ready to be a worker. You can now do the 
things you were trained to do by your mentor and you can 
perform the tasks that will create value for someone who’s 
organizing your labour. You might become ambitious in the 
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workforce and seek out a new mentor who will help prepare 
you for higher levels of functionality.

You may even find yourself working your way up the 
job ladder and doing very important work. Most people 
in society never go beyond this level; they bounce between 
apprentice and worker their whole career, always staying in 
the comfort zone where they don’t want to rock the boat. A 
small group of people have an entrepreneurial seizure and 
decide they should work for themselves at the next level.

Level 3: Self-employed

Self-employment might seem like a big, exciting change for 
a worker. However, little do they realize, they lack some 
crucial ingredients as an entrepreneur. As a worker, they 
were trained to believe that value is all about functionality.

The more functional you are the more valuable you are.
Subconsciously, they take these beliefs into their own 

enterprise and create even more work for themselves. As 
a worker, they had regular pay, support and didn’t need to 
worry how the whole organization performed. Now they 
have their old job to do plus a ton of other jobs that they 
never really considered until after they were self-employed. 
They find themselves having to make sales, compile ac-
counts, fix IT problems, manage workflow, come up with 
strategies and even make the coffee too.

The three levels we’ve just looked at make up the vast 
bulk of society. Only a tiny fraction of people are able to 
move beyond the worker levels into the realms of being 
an entrepreneur who gets to “play.” Moving into the “play” 
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category is how you begin living in the Entrepreneur 
Revolution.

the three levels of “play”
Level 4: Key person of influence

When a self-employed person ceases to see themselves as 
functional and starts seeing themselves as vital they become 
a “key person of influence.” In every industry, there are a 
group of key people whose names come up in conversation, 
who attract opportunities and who make a lot of money 
while having fun. Becoming a key person of influence is 
what’s required to break the feeling of work and functional-
ity. It’s the first step into the Entrepreneur Revolution.

Key people of influence are clear about their vision, they 
are credible and they are able to attract resources. They eas-
ily attract a team, they can get investors excited, they have 
more customers than they know how to supply. Best of all, 
they begin to have fun again!

Level 5: Campaign-driven enterprise

Key people of influence eventually attract opportunities 
allowing them to tap into larger distribution, leverage on 
established brands and to align themselves with attractive 
products.

The fastest way to begin to monetize these sorts of 
opportunities is with something I call a “campaign-driven 
enterprise” (CDE). It’s a business that creates a series of 
exciting promotions, events and launches in order to make 
the most of the opportunities that seem to keep showing up.
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CDEs can make huge amounts of money in the Entre-
preneur Revolution. However, they also have a downside. 
When you take your foot off the accelerator pedal, they 
slow down very rapidly. The month you stop promoting 
or launching something you see a sharp decline in your 
revenues and profits. For this reason, a savvy entrepreneur 
will move to the next level in the Entrepreneur Revolution.

Level 6: the global small business

The global small business (GSB) is the ultimate goal of 
most entrepreneurs. It’s a small- to medium-sized business, 
often with less than 150 people, and it seriously punches 
above its weight.

It’s not linked to geography, it defines itself by an ideol-
ogy or a philosophy. For that reason, it can trade anywhere 
and with anyone who shares a similar outlook.

It has a well-developed brand within a niche, a bullet-
proof sales and marketing engine, well-designed systems 
that automate functional tasks and a dynamic culture that 
entices high performers to want to stay.

A global small business will not slow down easily, it 
takes on a life of its own and the challenge is not how to 
grow it, the challenge is how to direct it as it expands so 
that it doesn’t explode.

As the creator of a global small business you will need to 
become good at saying no to things that aren’t exactly right 
for your brand. GSBs get opportunities flooding in and if 
you say yes to too many of them, your GSB will collapse. 
Like a race car driver, you must stay intensely focused on 
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the path ahead and not go thinking about the side streets 
that might be nice to explore.

Most people would be thrilled to reach this level. As 
the owner of a GSB you will be known by your peers, you 
will be affluent, well-travelled and spend most of your time 
doing things that matter to you. Only after you reach this 
stage will you fully appreciate why you need to go one step 
further and why you also had to wait until now to achieve 
the final level.

There is a final bonus level in the Entrepreneur Revolu-
tion where you get to really play a big game.

the bonus level!
Level 7: Making a difference enterprise (MaDE)

After building a GSB you will discover that you have influ-
ence, money, time and a well-developed sense of purpose 
and character. You will not be able to resist the thought of 
leaving a positive legacy and doing something that is mean-
ingful and lasting. You will want to have an impact through 
your business directly or through politics, the media or your 
wealth and influence.

After building a GSB you will have the skills, contacts 
and resources to really do this. Had you attempted it too 
soon, you would not have been able to do this in a way that 
felt like your life’s purpose. Probably, you would have turned 
your passion for making a difference into another job.

It would have become functional work and you would 
end up resenting the very cause you wanted to love. I meet 
people all the time who try to skip straight to this step out 
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of a deep desire for altruism. They rarely succeed; they end 
up bitter that they gave so much but barely made a splash.

Even the well-known change makers went through 
similar steps to the ones I’ve outlined here. They started 
as apprentices to other change makers, they did the work, 
they became key people of influence, they launched their 
organizations, built a brand and a team and then finally got 
recognized for making a difference.

When you evolve to a MADE you don’t have to sacri-
fice your own life. People who successfully create a MADE 
end up having more travel, more fun, more influence, more 
experiences, more fulfilment and, in many cases, even more 
money.

As an active entrepreneur who is making a difference, 
your GSB will benefit enormously.

Richard Branson’s businesses are affected positively by 
the work of his charity Virgin Unite. Microsoft is benefited 
by the work of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

To see Daniel talk about the 7 levels visit: 

www.entrevo.com/talk-seven-levels
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Don’t skip the levels

Each level is an important part of the journey. As much as 
you want to get to the higher levels, you will actually move 
faster towards your goal if you focus on advancing one level 
at a time.

Yes, this even includes being an apprentice and doing 
the work so that you understand the functionality of your 
industry. You don’t have to stay at each level for years, or 
decades, like most people do – but you do need to stamp 
your foot clearly on the base before moving to the next one.

Remember to keep your eye on the prize. You’re living 
in the most exciting time in history.
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There’s a renaissance unfolding. The whole world is 
evolving and reorganizing. This is the time for you to make 
a journey from an industrialized worker to an empowered 
entrepreneur.

This journey is worth it. As you make the crossing, 
you will discover yourself becoming a more evolved person 
capable of deeper thought, heightened empathy and more 
inspired decision-making abilities.

You will be capable of achieving the things that, just a 
few years ago, you thought of as dreams.

Do you have what it takes?

Moving through these seven levels requires a certain at-
titude. Most people will go through their entire life working 
in a job feeling powerless to take charge of their own destiny. 
If you’re going to be different, you’d better be ready for the 
challenges that come before the glory. So don’t even embark 
on the journey of entrepreneurship unless you have the 
following three ingredients.

1. Willingness to stretch

The very fact that you wish to create something new (a new 
lifestyle, a new product, a new business, a new result) means 
that you need to accept that it doesn’t currently exist within 
your sphere of influence. If it did, you wouldn’t be creating 
it. If you’re creating something new, don’t be shocked when 
it requires you to stretch.
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Creating something worthwhile means that it will 
probably require more money than is in your current bank 
account, it will require more time than you have spare and 
it will require you to perform at a level you don’t currently 
know how to. This means you’re going to have to get used 
to being stretched.

You need to embrace the feeling of being stretched. Every 
time you feel that you’re being pulled into the unknown, or 
there’s too much to do, you need to smile and remember 
that this is what it feels like to be doing something big and 
meaningful.

Remember that you’re the one who chose this journey 
and you knew it was going to require you to stretch. If 
you’re stretched then it means things are working out the 
way you planned!
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2. Willingness to get resourceful

The way you deal with being stretched is to get resourceful. 
Rather than dwelling in the discomfort of how you are 
being stretched, you get proactive about finding a solution.

Being resourceful requires you to keep coming back to 
the fact that we live in a time where there’s more money on 
the planet, more talented people on the planet and more 
access to great ideas than ever before in history. These re-
sources already exist; you need only to go get them.

No amount of emotional frustration will help you get 
these resources; you don’t get what you throw a tantrum for, 
you get what you pitch for.

If every time you get asked “how are you?” you respond 
by saying “there’s no money, there’s no time, there are no 
good people” you will “pitch it into existence.”

The person listening will not respond by saying “let me 
solve all your problems for you.” They will politely agree 
with you and reaffirm your view. Even if they have time, 
money or talent they will withhold it from you because 
they sense there could be good reasons why others aren’t 
giving you resources.

Imagine if you respond to the question with “I’m grate-
ful that I have so many good opportunities showing up. I 
have opportunities for talented people to create real value. 
I also have opportunities where extra capital can be used to 
create valuable assets in my business.”

That pitch will get more people interested in helping 
you and investing in you.
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If you want something new, you have to go and pitch 
for it. If you want money, you must pitch for it. If you 
want a team you must pitch them. If you want customers, 
investors, partners, mentors or promoters you must go out 
and pitch them. You get what you pitch for; and you’re 
always pitching.

Resourcefulness is all about having resourceful con-
versations that move you in the right direction. It’s about 
pitching for the things you want until you get them.

It’s about dwelling on possible solutions rather than the 
dead ends. Very few people care about your complaints; 
they are too busy doing their own thing. Most successful 
people believe that if you live in a developed economy you 
don’t have much to complain about, you just need to get 
on with it.

Once you’re in a resourceful state and you are having 
resourceful conversations, it’s just a matter of sticking to the 
path. After you know what needs doing, you must be willing 
to be held accountable for getting the results.

3. Willingness to be held accountable

You will produce better results when you are held account-
able. When you have deadlines to meet, you will do what 
needs to be done to hit them. When you have someone you 
respect pushing you to create your best work, you create 
your best work.

Most people know how to exercise and how to eat 
healthier meals. The reason we don’t do it is because we 
don’t have anyone else holding us to account.
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Most people who get a fitness trainer suddenly start 
eating right and exercising every week because they have 
someone holding them to account, not because they have 
suddenly learned what to eat and how to exercise.

This principle applies to anything you want to do that 
requires you to stretch and to be resourceful. Anything that’s 
complex and difficult can trigger your reptile brain’s “escape 
and survive” mode. If your reptile “wakes up,” your natural 
response will be to run and hide from the challenges.

Your monkey brain wants to do things that are mostly 
familiar with a pinch of drama thrown in. Your monkey 
brain isn’t a great ally when it comes to stretching and get-
ting resourceful. Your monkey brain is happier watching the 
TV, checking Facebook, answering emails or chatting with 
friends about their daily dramas.

At this time, you need an external motivational force to 
keep you on track. Your empire brain needs an ally so it can 
overthrow the monkey and the reptile.

The ally is external accountability. It needs someone else 
to help hold the original intention of creating something 
big, exciting and meaningful.

As you stretch, and as you get resourceful, you need 
external support to sustain you long enough to get results.





Chapter 12

the Seven MaxiMS to 
Cultivate a Culture of 

reSultS

If you have the three ingredients discussed in the previous 
chapter, you are ready to begin your journey and advance 

through the seven phases of the Entrepreneur Revolution.
Along the way you will encounter many difficult choic-

es. Every entrepreneur’s journey is complex and, without 
the right culture, you simply can’t make the right decisions 
consistently.

The best way to cultivate this culture is through “max-
ims.” In business, maxims are designed to be principles of 
high performance.

Maxims represent a core philosophy designed to inspire 
a way of being that produces the results you want.

Maxims are your compass. They are home truths, or 
principles, that help guide you through the complexity 
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of building your empire from concept to multi-national 
operation.

Facebook has maxims like “move fast and break things” 
and “fail faster” to maintain its risk-taking, start-up culture.

Nike has maxims like “We’re on the offensive always” 
and “It’s in our nature to innovate” to keep them on track 
as a competitive sporting brand.

I am going to share with you the maxims of high 
performance that have helped guide me through the seven 
layers. These maxims have helped me to perform – despite 
recessions, setbacks and costly mistakes.

Attempt to adopt them as your own. When you are 
ready, I also encourage you to develop your own maxims 
that inspire you even more.

Maxim 1: You get what you pitch for … and you are always 
pitching

A pitch is a powerful set of words that you deliver to the 
world again and again. Eventually, if you stick at it and really 
get the pitch perfected, you will get what you pitch for.

In your business, if you get your pitch right you can 
raise money, attract a team, engage partners and inspire new 
clients. If you are a change maker with a great pitch, you will 
eventually attract a following, upset the status quo and see 
a shift in your cause.

A client of mine, Lazo Freeman, began to pitch “I’m the 
UK’s top body transformation coach, I work with wealthy 
men who are brilliant in a boardroom but ordinary in a 
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bedroom and make them lean, fit and toned in 12 weeks.” 
As a result, he has attracted very high-paying clients and he 
earns 500% more than he did when he simply pitched “I’m 
a fitness trainer.”

Another example is my friend, Jeremy Gilley. In 1999 
he began to pitch “I believe the world needs a day of peace 
which will serve humanity as a starting point for bringing 
us together despite our differences.” By 2001, Jeremy found 
himself in the United Nations witnessing a unanimous 
resolution for a fixed calendar day of peace (September 21). 
He got what he pitched for; today over 100 million people 
celebrate Peace Day each year.

A powerful pitch, delivered hundreds of times, will 
allow you to speak your best ideas into reality; but it doesn’t 
end there.

When you repetitively pitch a bad idea that doesn’t help 
you it will have just as much power. If you are consistently 
pitching people “I have no money because, as a child, my 
parents complained about not having enough” you will also 
speak it into reality. People will begin to reinforce your be-
lief, support you in making it real and reinforce its validity. 
You will get what you pitch for and you will have no money!

If you say “I’m overweight because of my age and be-
cause I have a slow metabolism,” your pitch will start to 
work. You will have other people agree with you, you will 
start to see new reasons as to why this is absolutely true, 
you will have others feeding you research that spurs you on 
in your conviction. You will get what you pitched for and 
you will stay overweight!
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When you consistently pitch an idea to people, it gains 
strength. Soon enough it becomes real to you and you can’t 
see the world any other way.

So be careful what you pitch for. A pitch will bring you 
followers, believers, supporters, research and reinforcement 
no matter what you are pitching.

If you pitch “the world is miserable,” more misery will 
start to show up. If you pitch “there’s not enough,” you will 
get scarcity. If you pitch “people aren’t interested in my busi-
ness,” you will get more of that.

It is a choice. However, you get to choose what you 
want to pitch for. If you chosoe to pitch “life is good and 
I’m very lucky,” you will get more of that too. If you pitch 
“there are clear opportunities in my life right now,” you will 
start to see them.
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Pitching is powerful, so be deliberate with your words 
because you will get what you pitch for and you are always 
pitching.

Maxim 2: influence comes from output … not confidence

Don’t wait until you feel confident in your abilities before 
you create something. Confidence is not required.

Recently I watched a short video about influential peo-
ple. It was beautifully shot but it didn’t say very much. Just 
some very basic observations about people who have been 
influential in the past.

The opening line stated something that I flat out disa-
gree with: “an influencer has a certain confidence that not 
many people have.”

Take a look at Whitney Houston, Kurt Cobain, John 
Candy and Michael Jackson, and you won’t see people who 
were supremely confident. You will see people who were 
perpetually tormented by their insecurities, plagued by 
self-doubt and a lack of confidence resulting in their own 
demise. Yet they were all massively influential.

Influence is not about confidence, influence is about 
output. You can lack confidence, you can be racked by self-
doubt and you can secretly fear an imminent alien invasion 
but if you create amazing output you will gather influence.

Influencers are producers. We only know about influen-
tial people because of their prolific output.
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They might have big houses and fancy things but that’s 
not how they became influential. They create, not consume, 
for their influence.

The Beatles created the world’s most valuable music 
catalogue in just eight years; they were prolific, not confident.

Stephen Spielberg has written over 20 screenplays, 
directed over 50 films and produced close to 200 movies; 
he’s prolific, not confident.

Oprah Winfrey did 4561 episodes of her iconic talk 
show, she’s written five books, published monthly magazines 
and produced daily radio shows; she’s prolific, not confident.

Steve Jobs built three separate companies, was listed as 
the inventor on 317 patents, and is credited as reinventing 
seven industries; he was prolific, not confident.

It is creation that creates influence. It’s your ability to 
write and publish, record and duplicate, design and produce. 
It’s your ability to finish the job and put a completed prod-
uct into the world.

The idea that influencers are simply cool, hip or trendy 
is superficial. It overlooks the enormous amounts of energy 
that influencers put into constantly reinventing their output.

It does not matter if you are confident or not. Produce 
something of value, create a product, publish a book, make 
a video, prototype a widget. If it’s excellent output, you will 
gain influence.

I’ve worked with dozens of people on creating new things. 
Most of the people I’ve worked with had self-doubts to begin 
with, but we pushed to keep producing. Often the confidence 
came after the project was complete, but not before.
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Logically, real confidence can only come after you have 
done something, not before. It may never come at all. Fear 
not, it doesn’t matter, keep creating and your influence will 
go through the roof.

Don’t let your perfectionism stand in the way either; 
prolific beats perfect too. Getting stuff done will create 
more momentum than waiting for everything to be perfect.

Creating all the time is fun and it generates all sorts of 
results. Wealth, influence, recognition and joy all flow from 
creating.

Maxim 3: income follows assets

Your job each year is to create new assets. An asset is any-
thing that would still be valuable if you were hit by a bus.

Using this definition, it’s easy to see why a house or 
shares are assets. If you were hit by a bus, your house and 
your shares wouldn’t change in value.

In business it’s exactly the same. Your business needs to 
be built so that it would still be valuable if you disappeared.

To do this, you need intellectual property assets. You 
must develop systems, methods and procedures. You need 
a brand and a culture. You need a system of marketing and 
selling your products and services.

When your business is in a position to carry on without 
you, then you have built yourself a whopping big asset.

You don’t need to be overwhelmed by this concept. It 
takes time to build a whole business that can continue on 
without you. However, you can chip away at it each year.
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Create documents. Every year create more and more of 
them. Sales scripts, training manuals, brochures, reports, 
checklists and best-practices.

Put them in writing, get a graphic designer to make 
them look pretty, then make sure they get used.

It seems challenging at first. However, pretty soon, you 
can’t imagine running a business without them.

My mentor gave me this advice when I was really strug-
gling. I had been through a tough year and had considered 
selling my business for £300k.

My mentor looked at my business and said “Income 
follows assets but you haven’t built many.”

Under my nose we discovered several great strategies 
that hadn’t been documented. For a year, our team became 
driven to create documents and 12 months later the busi-
ness was valued at £4m!

Maxim 4: Get known by the success of your clients

The best way to become famous is for what you have done 
for others.

If you focus on creating success for your clients, they 
will go out and tell the world. People are unlikely to believe 
what you say about yourself, but they will be very impressed 
by the favourable stories your clients are telling about you.

Most great businesses grow because of what others are 
saying about them. Google grew because people showed 
others how magical the results are when you “google” 
something. Facebook grew because of the sentence “are you 
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on Facebook?” spoken between friends. Apple’s meteoric 
growth in the 2000s was down to “raving Apple fans.”

My own business success really took off when we fo-
cused centrally on the success of our clients as our business 
and marketing strategy.

As soon as people started hearing our client success 
stories, we had people beating down the door.

When it came time to invest in a social media campaign, 
we sent camera crews out to our clients’ offices and let our 
clients tell their stories. As a result, we have dozens of video 
case studies that help us to generate all the business we can 
handle.

Rather than you beating the drum for yourself, beat the 
drum for your clients. Help them create a huge success story 
and then showcase it.

In many industries, if you genuinely do focus on the 
success of your clients, you will stand out like a beacon.

Maxim 5: You are in partnership with everyone who 
touches your business

Seeing everyone who touches your business as a partner is a 
radical shift away from short-term, transactional behaviour 
towards long-term success for everyone.

See your team as partners, your suppliers as partners 
and even your customers as partners. Take the extra time to 
explore what success really looks like for everyone involved. 
Create deeper alignment in the needs and wants of everyone 
who’s interacting with your business.
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Don’t see your business as an independent entity that 
can survive all on its own. See your business for what it is: a 
set of relationships that must last if success is to be achieved.

I’m not saying that you can never fire a poor-performing 
staff member or you can’t end a supply deal on a product 
that isn’t working out. Of course, any relationship can grow 
and evolve and it can also part ways when there’s no longer 
alignment.

Transactional relationships are geared around getting 
the most out of an exchange in the immediate short term. 
The spirit of a good partnership is about working together to 
create success, now and in the future, for everyone involved.

Sometimes this means you can’t take an immediate win 
in the short term and you have to look at the bigger picture.

When the recession hit, many big, cashed-up companies 
saw it as an opportunity to squeeze their suppliers and 
extend payment terms so they didn’t have to pay suppliers 
for months after the invoice. In the short term they would 
definitely get a win by squeezing their suppliers for every 
drop but, in the long term, these suppliers begin to go bust, 
they look for ways to cut corners, they get sloppy and they 
simply can’t produce their best work.

In some rare cases, big companies like the British retailer 
Waitrose worked closely with their suppliers to ensure they 
could ride out the recession and still produce good prod-
ucts. They found ways to support their long-term suppliers 
who were vulnerable to the financial crisis and, as a result, 
their suppliers found ways to help Waitrose. Their premium 
price brand has continued to expand despite the recession.
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The spirit of partnership is a powerful driving force. It 
makes us think about the needs of others and work towards 
creating long-term success for everyone involved.

Maxim 6: ideas are worthless, implementation is 
everything

One of the most frustrating experiences of being well con-
nected in the world of business is the constant question 
“What do you think of my idea?”

My response normally shocks people. I say “Ideas are 
worthless.”

Anyone can sit around and have a big idea. Few can 
make it brilliant.

Let me give you two examples to illustrate my point.
Most Londoners love the experience of grabbing a 

sandwich from the UK fast-food sandwich giant, Pret A 
Manger. Pret stores are clean, the food is good, the service is 
friendly and you rarely have to wait too long in line. For that 
reason there are hundreds of Pret stores and the business is 
worth tens of millions of pounds.

Can you imagine the founders asking the question 
“We’re going to make sandwiches; what do you think of 
our amazing idea?”

It’s a dull idea. No one is going to get excited about a 
sandwich shop. Not until it’s implemented with excellence. 
Even a boring idea becomes valuable when implemented 
insanely well.
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In 2002, Bill Gates was telling people that the tablet 
PC would be the future of personal computing, so why isn’t 
Microsoft the company famous for introducing us to these 
devices? They had the idea for tablet PCs in 2002; Steve 
Jobs didn’t release the iPad until 2010!

Microsoft didn’t implement the idea beyond its pro-
totype. They waited around to watch Apple conduct the 
world’s most successful product launch. Apple implemented 
the launch of this product so perfectly that they control 
the market for tablet PCs, and no one seems to be able to 
catch them.

In the example of Pret, a boring idea, beautifully im-
plemented, became a hugely successful business. In the case 
of Microsoft’s tablet PC, a brilliant idea, poorly executed, 
created no real value at all.

The value is in implementation. It’s one thing to know 
that an Ascending Transaction Model would be good for 
your business, but it’s a dedication to excellent implementa-
tion that will produce the results.

Maxim 7: Being imaginative is not being creative

Having an idea is easy. Creating something is difficult. 
Creating something takes focus, discipline and dedication.

If I told you I had created a cake, would you expect to 
be able to eat the cake?

Of course you would, because the word created literally 
means “to bring something into being; to cause something 
to become real in the world; to make something happen.”
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It does not mean “to have an idea, to think up something 
or to think about how something might happen.”

Therefore, if I told you I “created” a cake, you have every 
right to expect to have a slice.

The word “creative” used to refer to the power to get 
something done. In some circles, however, it’s come to mean 
“possessing the power to think things up.”

Regularly, I hear people say to me “My problem is I 
never finish things because I’m too creative.”

I’ve also had people say to me “I’m not very creative, but 
I’m very good at getting things done.”

This tells me we have lost our way when it comes to 
understanding what it means to be “creative.”

We’ve bought into the myth that what’s going on in 
someone’s head has value in the real world; it doesn’t.
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Thinking about murdering someone doesn’t make you 
a murderer. Thinking about having a date with Pippa Mid-
dleton doesn’t make you her new boyfriend.

Thinking about a business idea, a product or a new 
service doesn’t make you its “creator.”

What makes you creative is your ability to bring it into 
the world in a way that other people can understand and 
value.

As long as it’s in your head, you haven’t created anything 
yet. You must get it out into the real world in a way that 
shows up as valuable.

We need to use the word “imaginative” for people who 
have a lot of ideas. Imaginative people love to dream things 
up but the word does not imply they have brought their 
ideas into the world.

Being creative isn’t easy; you need to decide upon the 
idea and then do everything required to bring it into the 
world. The process can take months or years to get a single 
creation completed. It’s blood, sweat, tears, risk and sacrifice.

We should separate the dreamers from the doers and 
give more credit to the people who are truly creating things 
into existence.

To see Daniel talk about these maxims for high performance 

visit: 

www.entrevo.com/talk-maxims
 



Chapter 13

the Value Creation CyCle

You now have seven maxims that create a culture of 
high performance. You understand that you need to 

stretch, you are willing to get resourceful and be held ac-
countable for the results.

Next we need a better understanding of how things move 
from ideas into valuable products or valuable businesses.

In this chapter we will take a look at how this happens 
so, every time you begin work on an idea, you know what 
lies ahead of you.

There’s a predictable cycle that turns ideas into remark-
ably valuable creations.

You start out as imaginative, coming up with ideas that 
could work and you end up creating valuable products and 
businesses that make supernormal profits.

The journey along the way is entirely predictable:

1. The idea. The idea needs to be good and you need to 
turn your idea into a powerful pitch. However, as I said, 
there’s no money in the ideas anymore. If you’re waiting 
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for someone to come and write you a big fat cheque 
for your ideas, you’re going to be waiting an awful long 
time. People don’t pay for ideas, they pay for remarkable 
implementation; and you’re a long way from that at the 
ideas stage.

2. The mess. As soon as you act upon your idea, you’ll 
predictably make a mess. Having the idea that you want 
to bake a cake is easy, the next step is to find the in-
gredients and start baking. This takes time, energy and 
resources. If you start something and don’t push through 
to completion all you do is make a mess. The disciplined 
creator doesn’t start projects unless they are prepared to 
push through to a remarkable result. This is still quite 
far off if you’re in the mess.

3. The beta version. When you begin working on your idea, 
only you truly understand what you’re aiming for. Even 
when people give you feedback on your idea, you can’t 
be sure that what’s in their head is even remotely similar 
to what’s in your head. Often people think they are on 
the same page when, in reality, they are worlds apart. 
Your first step, before you can get valuable feedback, is 
to create a beta version of your product or business. You 
should do this as quickly and cheaply as possible so, if 
the feedback is bad, you can change it easily and without 
being too discouraged. A beta product could actually be a 
well-designed brochure that features mock-up designs. It 
could be illustrations. It could be a competitor’s product 
that’s been altered for the purposes of illustrating your 
points of difference. The key here is to create something 
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that people can look at, touch, feel, listen to or experience 
in order for them to give you genuine insights based on 
a shared reality of your idea. 

4. The commercial version. When you take on board the 
feedback you get from others, and the feedback you get 
from yourself once the beta version is complete, you 
will eventually make something that is ready to sell. A 
product or a service that others will pay for is what I call 
a commercial version. The commercial version is ready 
to go out and sell day to day. People will consider it 
against other commercial products or services and some 
people will then pay a normal price for your version. 
Predictably, a commercial version will generate enough 
money to cover your time in selling and producing it. 
This will often feel very disappointing after all the effort 
and money you’ve put in until now. I regularly see people 
who’ve spent over a year starting up a business get very 
discouraged when they start making an equivalent of 
their previous wage. Originally, they had imagined that 
this product, service or business was going to make a 
lot of money or provide a lot of freedom. Now it turns 
out that all the blood, sweat and tears that went into 
creating something merely pays a wage – and it requires 
work too! At this point, many people believe their idea 
is flawed and so they go back to the drawing board and 
have a completely new idea. This begins the cycle again. 
People who “make it” don’t do this. Instead, they push 
through to the next step and build something that stands 
out as valuable. 
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5. The remarkable version. A remarkable product, service 
or business is one that people start to tell their friends 
about. It does something different, it’s fresh, it’s unique 
and it’s valuable. Because people are talking about it, you 
get inbound enquiries, you make easier sales, you seem 
to be in demand and often you can charge a higher price. 
When you had a commercial version, it felt as if it was 
all about trading your time for money. Now you feel like 
you’ve created an asset! The energy required to take a 
commercial version to a remarkable version is often more 
than all the energy that went into creating a commercial 
version. The commercial version got you into the market, 
but the remarkable version is what everyone in the market 
wants to create. In order to build something remarkable, 
you have to take risks. You have to be willing to do things 
differently, you need to let your philosophy shine through 
and be willing to lose a few people because of it. To be re-
markable, you need to invest in every touchpoint that ex-
ists in your business and make sure each and every step is 
worth talking about. A remarkable business has remark-
able brochures, a remarkable sales process, a remarkable 
service process, a remarkable design, remarkable team 
members, a remarkable website … and the list goes on. 
In the growth accelerator my company runs, we recom-
mend to our clients that they make a list of every possible 
way a client “touches” their business and audit it. Ask the 
question: “Is this part of my business an idea, a mess, a 
beta version, a commercial version or is it remarkable?” 
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A profitable, growing business typically has a list of over 
50% of all touchpoints in the business being remarkable.

the formula for making something remarkable

There are three consistent ingredients I see, again and 
again, in remarkable businesses and products that people 
are driven to buy regardless of price.

1. it must be meaningful

Your buyers want products that matter. They want to buy 
things that have a story, that touch them emotionally. They 
want things that take them on a journey and that expand 
their world. They want to intertwine their own story with 
the products they buy. When Apple releases a new piece of 
video editing software they don’t tell you about the software, 
they tell you about a group of friends who want to capture 
the memories of an important holiday. They want to make 
special videos to share with each other and never forget 
how fun the trip was. Steve Jobs was the master at taking 
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the complex world of technology and presenting it in a 
meaningful way. 

The key to making your product meaningful is to dis-
cover how your product or business changes people’s lives 
for the better. Once you know what it is your product does 
for people, focus heavily on telling those stories through 
every interaction.

2. it must be de-commoditized

Your creation can’t be the same as everything else. A com-
modity sells for the lowest price; you can’t afford to let your 
product or service be seen as just another version of the same 
thing. Commodities are easy to compare, de-commoditized 
products aren’t. 

The market won’t pay much for salt, but it will pay a 
lot for “Himalayan Fairtrade Organic Mineral Rock Salt.” 
Himalayan salt is special, you can’t easily compare it to 
regular table salt and so it sells for ten times the price of 
table salt. Once again, we can learn from Apple Corpora-
tion; they created an operating system completely unique 
to them. Rather than turn their software into a commodity, 
where the market didn’t value it, they created something 
that people couldn’t easily compare to their PC rivals.

The key to de-commoditizing your creation is to develop 
your own philosophy. What won’t you stand for? What are 
your design principles? What are you opposed to in your 
industry? What drives you? 
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All of these questions are based upon your philosophy. 
You must tune into your philosophy and then share it with 
everyone who comes in contact with your business. 

Not everyone buys into the “organic” or “Fairtrade” phi-
losophy. However, those people who do become very loyal 
to the brands that share their beliefs.

3. it must be over-subscribed

Many business owners wrongly believe they can deliver 
value to the whole market and they set about trying to 
please everyone. The truth is, your business has limited 
capacity to take on clients and deal with them in a remark-
able way. You need to know how many customers you can 
handle and then get “over-subscribed” for that number. 

You must make sure you do not release your products 
in such a way that you end up with more products available 
than people who want to buy them. You need to release 
products only when there are ten times more people who’ve 
shown interest in them than what you have available. I use 
the 10 × rule when we are releasing a product. If I want to 
sell 50 products, I make sure we have 500 expressions of 
interest before we release it. 

This process of becoming over-subscribed first requires 
you to know how many products you can deliver in a re-
markable way. Then you must go out to market with the 
intent to have ten times that number of people “queuing 
up” to get one. 
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In the early days, this means you might be able to take 
on three clients per month, so you go out to get 30 people 
who are willing to complete a pre-client questionnaire. From 
the 30, you can select the three you most want to work with.

When you get these three ingredients right, your com-
mercial version products will become remarkable. People 
will talk about them, buy them and enjoy them. Your busi-
ness will stand out and you will thrive in the Entrepreneur 
Revolution.

To see Daniel talk about the value creation cycle visit: 

www.entrevo.com/talk-value-cycle
 



Chapter 14

Create vs. Consume

When I share these predictable steps for creating 
something remarkable, some people get discour-

aged. They feel that it’s going to be a long and difficult road 
ahead to build a profitable business, or a hot product or 
service.

While the idea of building every part of a business in a 
remarkable way feels heavy and daunting from the outset, 
the experience of actually doing it isn’t.

The experience of building something that gets talked 
about is often the most rewarding and energetically uplift-
ing thing you’ll ever do.

Better yet, the results of having a remarkable business 
can be staggering. You don’t just make wages, you make 
profits. You don’t just help your clients, you blow their 
minds and make a difference to their lives! You don’t just 
get a pat on the back, you get people raving about you!

There’s little joy in the endless cycle of trying to come 
up with the “easy money-making idea.” There’s loads of joy 
in pushing something to be truly a stand-out.
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Everything you consume requires energy – either to 
digest it, or to maintain it in your life.

Creating is opposite. When you create, energy flows 
through you. The act of creating wakes you up and makes 
you feel joyous.

If you don’t believe me, go and look at the Forbes Rich 
List of self-made billionaires. Hardly any of them are re-
tired. Almost none of them have used their wealth to lean 
back from life and sit on a beach endlessly consuming stuff. 
Most of them are typically engaged in the joy of creating, 
not the burden of consuming.

Steve Jobs was diagnosed with cancer but chose to spend 
his final years pouring himself into the act of creating. He 
could have chosen to do literally anything. No one would 
have judged him harshly if he chose to retire. Why did he stay 
in the game? Because creating is joyous. Leaning in is joyful.

Contrast Steve Jobs to the majority of lotto winners. 
It’s a widely known statistical fact that most lotto winners 
become depressed and unhappy. They suddenly have the 
power to rapidly consume everything they ever dreamed of; 
and it sucks the life out of them.

For starters, the mere fact that they bought a lotto ticket 
shows you they were leaning back on life, looking for an 
exit. They then get the money and they go out to consume. 
Everything they buy comes with obligations to maintain it 
or digest it. It’s exhausting and there’s no joy in it.

Many people have fond memories of their college years. 
They were broke, they hardly owned a stick of furniture, 
they had to forage for money from under the sofa just to 
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buy lunch, but they still remember this as a great time in 
their life. The reason people loved their college years was 
because they weren’t weighed down with stuff, they were 
busy creating all the time and they didn’t have the means 
to consume.

College, for most people, was a time when they had to 
invent their identity but, for some reason, people stop.

Keep doing it, keep reinventing yourself, keep creating.

Create the future, don’t consume the past

Don’t fantasize about going back to the past as there’s sim-
ply no such thing as “going back to the way things were.” Life 
doesn’t move backwards, it moves forward. There’s no time 
machine coming to pick you up. You are not going back to 
your college years, the great year you had in 2003, or the 
good old pre-recession days. You are moving forward in 
time and the only way things will be better is if you create 
them as better.

Let me share a typical example of what happens when 
you try to go back in time. I once spontaneously went on 
an amazing holiday with friends to a place we’d never been 
before.

Without much planning we had to invent the trip as 
we travelled and we created the experiences on the go. We 
discovered unique places, we found ourselves in surprising 
and humorous situations, we met interesting people we 
didn’t expect to meet. It turned out to be amazing and, the 
following year, we tried to do it again by going back to the 
same place and attempting to do the same things.
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When we got there it was not as fun. We tried to recre-
ate “spontaneously meeting those hilarious people” and they 
weren’t there. We attempted to revisit that “magical spot 
where everything just clicked” and it just didn’t click.

It never works out trying to “get back” to the past; you 
can’t do it.

Why didn’t it happen? Because we were approaching the 
experience as a consumer. We were trying to consume an ex-
perience of the past rather than create something right now.

Let go of consuming the past. Let go of trying to “get 
back” to any place.

If you want more joy, stop consuming. Stop consuming 
people, things or events and stop trying to “get back” the 
past. Start creating the future. Reinvent yourself constantly, 
based on who you want to be.
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Consuming is a drain, creating is joy

Now let’s apply this to everyday life. It’s time to stop reading 
books and write your own book. Stop attending events, 
plan your own event. Stop reading the news, start creating 
something newsworthy. Don’t go looking for answers, start 
answering questions for others. Stop buying products, start 
creating your own products to deliver to the world.

Stop waiting for the right time, start creating the space 
for magic to happen.

When you replace your entire day with acts of creation, 
you will have energy. When you fill your day with acts of 
consumption you will burn out.





Chapter 15

Living the Dream

This final chapter is about making the final big change 
that will allow you to live the dream and enjoy the 

great opportunities of the Entrepreneur Revolution.
In the Industrial Revolution, humans were seen to be 

part of the machinery. The system was designed to dehu-
manize workers, to get them to tune out from their inner 
calling and to get on with whatever tasks they had been 
assigned.

As a result, many people forgot what it was to be human. 
In the western world, we detuned from our humanity to 
such a great extent that it’s probably no coincidence that 
epidemics of depression have affected millions of people.

A big part of the Entrepreneur Revolution is redis-
covering your humanity. At the core of the Entrepreneur 
Revolution is love.

Let’s discuss why the Entrepreneur Revolution is pow-
ered by it.

This may sound very soppy and unbusinesslike, but 
nothing could be further from the truth. It’s actually very 
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logical, practical and real. If love is missing from your busi-
ness, your business will not survive in the future.

You must love what you do, your team must love work-
ing in your business, your clients must love buying from 
you and your community must love having your business 
within it.

To explore how massive this trend is, let’s go back in 
time.

the age of “hands”

For thousands of years, humanity thrived because of our 
hands. Humans developed dexterity and we became bril-
liant tool makers.

We could precisely move objects in such a way that we 
could shape the world to our will.

We made weapons that could take down a mighty 
wildebeest. We made ploughs that could turn a dry patch 
of land into a fertile crop. We developed looms that could 
make warm cloths and shield us from the elements.

The most admired men in society were those who were 
strong with their arms and precise with their aim. Kings 
were judged on their prowess with a sword and leaders were 
elected because of their skills in battle.

No other animal on earth could compete with our abil-
ity to move objects so precisely and we became the most 
dominant species on earth as a result.

In the 1500s, the Renaissance celebrated human dexter-
ity by producing fine art. Our precision had evolved to a 
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point that Michelangelo fashioned the mighty David from 
stone, with his gaze mesmerizing and his form considered 
perfect.

The “age of hands” took us right up until the dawn 
of the Industrial Revolution when something very strange 
happened: we created machines that could beat us at our 
own game.

the age of “heads”

The machines we built in the Industrial Revolution super-
seded our own dexterity. One industrial sewing machine 
could outperform one hundred fine tailors, one tractor could 
outperform one hundred diligent farmers, one engine could 
outperform one hundred strong men working a pulley.

What happened, as a result, was a huge displacement of 
workers. Unemployment went through the roof as technol-
ogy removed the need for thousands of well-trained hands.

Then came the thinking men. Carnegie, with his ingen-
ious Bessemer Steel Process; Rockefeller with his standard-
ized distribution model for oil; JP Morgan with his financial 
weapons of mass acquisition; Onassis with his new type of 
oil tankers.

Suddenly, the most powerful men on earth were not 
particularly talented with their hands, they were brilliant 
with their minds. They could out-think their opponents.

First came the strategists. Rockefeller rethought the way 
oil was distributed. Carnegie rethought the steel-making 
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process. Morgan rethought financial products. Onassis 
rethought the way oil was shipped internationally.

Then came the second round big thinkers. Along came 
Sam Walton with his Wal-Mart megastores, Ingvar Kam-
prad with his IKEA furniture, Bill Gates with his Micro-
soft operating systems and Larry Ellison with his Oracle 
databases.

The age of heads meant the highest-paid people on 
earth were thinkers. Lawyers, accountants, scientists, com-
pany directors, managers and CEOs became the leaders in 
our society.

The age of heads – or the “information age,” or the 
“ideas economy” – produced wild new innovations that 
transformed humanity and humanity’s place in the world.

Then, once more, something strange happened. We 
built machines that could beat us at our own game for a 
second time: we created computers.

The “age of heads” took us right up until the dawn of 
the Entrepreneur Revolution (now) when something very 
strange happened again.

the age of “hearts”

One piece of software could do the work of one hundred 
accountants, one website could do the work of one hundred 
managers, one automated system could outperform one 
hundred scientists.

Just as machines became better than us at dexterity, 
computers are now better than us at thinking.
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A new type of technology took over, the technology of 
intimacy.

Intimacy is about knowing what someone else is expe-
riencing. It’s about knowing what you are thinking, what 
you are feeling, what you’ve seen, what you’ve heard, what 
you’ve tasted and smelled. It’s about knowing who you are 
friends with, who you like, what you like and what interests 
you. It’s about sharing – everything.

Does that sound familiar? It should – it’s the biggest 
business in town now.

Social networks and social media were born as a way to 
share our experiences of life.

Through the act of sharing and caring and liking and 
discussing we’ve seen multi-billion dollar businesses created 
in just a few short years.

It’s not just the Mark Zuckerbergs of the world who are 
making money. All over the world, people are running their 
small businesses and discovering the effect of using social 
media and social networks.

If you care about your clients, listen to them, talk to 
them and share experiences with them. Treat them like 
you would treat a friend and you will find your business is 
booming.

This is why I say the new game is love.
The companies that will do well in the future are the 

ones that discuss love in the boardroom.
They will ask questions such as:
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“How would we build this business in a way that people 
love working with us, love shopping with us, love supplying us, 
love talking about us and love to see us doing well?”

Talking about growing sales, beating the competition 
and dominating the market will not get any of those things 
achieved. Talking about “love” will.

Love is about passion, love is about care, love is about 
intimacy, love is about … love.
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Starbucks will do well if it continues to love creating 
the best coffee experience. Apple will do well if it continues 
to love creating the world’s best consumer technology. BP 
will come back if it decides to love powering the planet in 
a way that makes sense for everyone now and in the future.

Once again there are going to be tough times ahead as 
people make this change.

Countless men were put out of work because their 
hands were no longer needed and their heads were not 
trained for the ideas economy. Likewise, countless people 
will be put out of work because their heads are no longer 
needed and their hearts haven’t been trained for the entre-
preneur economy.

Just like “hands people” would have rejected the concept 
of a “thinking economy,” we will see many “heads people” 
rejecting the concept of a “loving economy.”

Just as there was turbulence during the transition into 
the industrial economy, there will be turbulence as we tran-
sition into the entrepreneurship economy.

The good news is that you now know what you have to 
do, and I think you will like it because your job in the new 
economy is to love what you do.

All of the doing innovation has been done for you in the 
form of low-cost manufacturing and distribution options. 
All the thinking innovation has been done for you in the 
form of readily available software solutions. All that is left 
for you to do is to come into your industry with more love 
than anyone else.
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You need to care about the customer experience (which 
might even start by calling them something other than a 
“customer”). You need to become more connected with what 
people in your industry are thinking and feeling. You must 
learn to talk openly about why others might love being part 
of your vision.

The pay-off is huge. Can you imagine waking up every 
day and getting paid to do what you love? Can you imagine 
hearing back from people who say you delivered real value 
to them and, because of that, they simply love to do business 
with you?

Can you imagine living in the entrepreneur sweet spot?

1. You do what you are passionate about.
2. You deliver amazing value.
3. You get paid well for it.

 … and everyone loves you for it.
For the first time in history this isn’t just a dream for a 

few, it’s a reality for millions.
Money won’t make you happy, being skilled won’t make 

you happy, knowing your passion won’t make you happy.
Combining all three of these things will leave you feel-

ing over the moon!
I live my life in this sweet spot. It blows my mind some 

days just how lucky I am. I travel, I earn amazing money and 
my clients report back to me that they love doing business 
with us.
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I want you to know that if you aren’t quite there yet, 
keep leaning in. Keep going. The juice is worth the squeeze.

It’s going to be worth it. You’re going to make it. You’re 
living in the most amazing time to be alive and you’re read-
ing this book for a reason.

I want to encourage you to re-read this book a few 
times. Some of the ideas hit you the second time around. I 
know I cover topics quickly and jump from idea to idea. In 
the second or third read, you will spot something magical. 
You will click an idea into place and it might just take 
everything up a notch.

For whatever reason, you were born into these times. 
You could have been born any other time in history and 
your battle would have been with disease, hunger or conflict.

Any other time in history and you wouldn’t have had a 
voice or a platform to share your message. Any other time 
in history and your ideas would live and die in your head 
without seeing the light of day.

Who knows why, but here you are living in a time when 
anything is possible, where you do have a voice, where your 
ideas can come to life and where you can empower yourself 
and others through enterprise.

You’re here in the right time and the right place in his-
tory to make a difference and to live out your own fairytale.

Don’t waste a day. These revolutionary times don’t come 
around often. Seize this day today as your moment. Put 
down this book and become the person you dreamed you 
would be.

Let the world be your playground as you embrace your 
role in the Entrepreneur Revolution.
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read this book more than once

This book contains some powerful ideas. I believe now 
you’re at the end of this book you’re ready to perform at a 
whole new level.

Did you keep an eye out for the new ingredient that 
must go into everything you do?

I mentioned this ingredient many times in the book 
but I couldn’t say what it is specifically for you. I will leave 
you to find it.

When you read through this book, did you look for 
the clues?

The beginning was important, the end is significant 
but at the centre is where you might find you discover a 
mountain of value you never noticed when you first looked.

Sometimes people read this book and “get it”; other 
times they don’t. Some people “get it” on the second or 
third read. I’ve not hidden this key ingredient from you – if 
anything it’s actually right under your nose.

Whatever you do, don’t stop looking. You simply can’t 
build a successful enterprise without this ingredient in the 
Entrepreneur Revolution.



Case studies of 
“entrepreneur 

revolutionaries”

ade'le the'ron

Adèle loves change. Not in the way most people do, as in a 
holiday or a new outfit. She loves change as a concept; she 
loves the process of radical transformation.

This love led her to work for several large consulting 
companies, getting paid megabucks to help large teams of 
people move on from the shock associated with clashes 
during mergers, outsourcing or downsizing projects, so they 
are focused on moving on versus being held back.

Within this corporate sphere, she developed a method 
for helping people to rapidly transform their lives even after 
a major setback or turbulent event.

She loved helping people to change and transform 
but she got frustrated with the structure of the corporate 
environment.

She felt large companies were missing the humanity of 
what she was doing. Rather than seeing the radical nature of 
what’s possible for people who go through a changing time, 
she was being asked to simply tick the boxes in implementing 
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change programmes which were mostly about delivering 
KPIs vs. checking that everyone is emotionally on board.

She decided to set about the task of taking radical trans-
formation to the world. She chose a niche that was close to 
her heart, helping women who have been through a divorce 
to recreate their life.

Adèle named her process “the naked divorce.” She wrote 
a book on the topic, created products and found partners. 
She started speaking publicly and soon became a recognized 
key person of influence in the field.

She constructed an Ascending Transaction Model of 
products that could be shipped internationally. Soon her 
business started to attract clients all over the world and 
partnerships in countries she’d never been to.

She’s free to travel, explore and develop herself and her 
business.

Today she runs a successful global small business and 
helps men and women all over the world to heal from their 
divorce. She’s taking her methodology and using it to create 
programmes for other types of emotional trauma. She’s still 
able to consult for corporations and, with her new-found 
passion, she is able to charge more and do work on her 
terms.

Adèle let go of the normal corporate work ethos and 
embraced her passion. She’s turned her passion into a busi-
ness, she delivers massive value and gets well rewarded for 
it. Adèle is doing what she loves and is already living in the 
Entrepreneur Revolution.
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Jeremy Harbour

Jeremy loves deals. He dropped out of school at age 15 to 
buy and sell goods at a local market. By 18 he’d built a local 
amusement arcade but, by 20, he went bust and had to start 
from scratch again.

He did a deal and got started in a telecommunications 
company. He did some customer deals and it grew. He did 
lots more deals and he built a large database of clients. He 
did a partnership deal with a UK membership organization 
and ended up with a national business before the age of 30.

At age 34 he did an exit deal and sold his business for 
a lot of money.

After that he had no reason to work unless he was doing 
what he loved; which boils down to doing deals.

Today Jeremy lives in the Balearic Islands. He advises 
people on doing deals all over the world.

On a typical day he will be sitting on his balcony in the 
sun overlooking a gorgeous Mediterranean bay with his 
headset on. He uses Skype to advise people on their deals. 
He helps people buy businesses for the best price, he helps 
turn around businesses that are in distress, he helps people 
sell their businesses for a lot of money.

Rather than taking fees, he takes a percentage of the 
deal. He makes a small fortune each year based on the 
success of his deals.

His set-up allows him to travel for about five months 
of the year without missing a thing. He “works” a few hours 
each day from anywhere in the world. In his spare time, he’s 
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been able to write a book, give talks at conferences and he’s 
even setting up an art studio to explore any hidden talent 
he might have for sculpture.

Jeremy isn’t stuck in a small business like many people 
are. He’s well aware of the exciting times we live in and 
he’s making the most of it. He’s turned his passion for deal 
making into an exciting business. He’s doing what he loves 
and he’s already living in the Entrepreneur Revolution.

sh a'a'  Wasmund

Sháá loves partnerships. Her whole career was about put-
ting together strategic alliances and partnership deals. She 
did this for some of the best brands and high-profile people 
in the world.

Eventually, Sháá decided it was time to do this for her-
self and she launched her business Smarta, a website that 
helps small businesses to grow.

In the first year of her business, tragedy struck and she 
became a widow and a single mother.

Determined not to go back into employment, she went 
out to create strategic partnerships that would benefit her 
business, her clients and her partners. She aligned her 
business to big businesses, to celebrities and to well-known 
brands.

She worked with her partners to create a bundle of 
resources and products that every small business needs. 
Today, over 350,000 small businesses a month use her busi-
ness to grow.
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Sháá has gone on to create a national awards programme 
for her clients, she has become a best-selling author and 
she’s able to work from home most days too! Sháá is doing 
what she loves and is already living in the Entrepreneur 
Revolution.

Jacqui sharples

Jacqui loves fitness. On most nights of the week you can 
find her at the athletics field, pole vaulting or sprinting. She 
believes fitness is what gives people their spark.

Nothing could have illustrated this more than when 
Jacqui left her corporate job. After years as an engineer in 
a construction firm she realized that a lot of her colleagues 
were losing their fitness and losing their will to live.

In a bold move, she quit her high-paying job and got 
trained up as a fitness trainer. She began delivering fitness 
training sessions before work in the parks in Melbourne.

After the business started moving, she decided to hone 
in on a niche and focus her efforts exclusively on corporate 
women in their 30s.

Jacqui has written a book, created an ATM of products 
and is now expanding her business with other trainers who 
want to use her system. In a short space of time, she’s be-
come a key person of influence in her field.

She created a specialized programme called “Love Your 
Body, Love Your Life” that includes elements of fitness and 
life coaching to help her clients get fit and reclaim their 
spark.
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She’s replaced her high-paid engineering income and 
now engineers spectacular transformations for her clients 
along with constructing the life she wants. Jacqui is doing 
what she loves and is already living in the Entrepreneur 
Revolution.

Mike symes

Mike Symes loves brands. Not just any brands, he loves 
financial brands like credit cards, banks, investment funds 
and insurance.

In his career at a US bank he worked his way up to 
the head marketing role. Within his role he ticked all the 
boxes, won several awards and then decided he’d be happier 
running his own business.

He left his high-paying job with hundreds of people on 
his team to start a two-person operation with no offices. At 
first it must have been both thrilling and scary to give up 
on the high-flying career, but Mike knew he could create 
something special if he stuck with it.

Today, Mike runs a financial branding business in 
London and New York. He’s the author of a book and has 
developed an ATM of products that serve his clients and 
take them on a journey.

He has developed his own special method for “igniting 
a brand, illuminating its points of difference and making its 
messages spread like wildfire.” Now it’s his clients who are 
winning awards!
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Mike is busy and he loves it. He’s building a fast-growth 
global small business and his clients just can’t get enough 
of it. He’s regularly featured in his industry press, his book 
keeps selling and he speaks all over the world. Mike is doing 
what he loves and is already living in the Entrepreneur 
Revolution.

To see video of these and other case studies visit: 

www.entrevo.com/case-studies
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What Next?

After reading this book you might feel inspired to learn 
more, keep in touch and meet other entrepreneurial 

revolutionaries.
Daniel Priestley’s company Entrevo regularly hosts 

events, webinars, discussions, pitching competitions and 
networking (online and in the “real world”).

To see what’s coming up visit www.entrevo.com.
BONUS: If you would like to review this book, we will 

reward you for taking the time to do so. Here’s how:

1 Write a review of this book.
2 Post it on Amazon, iTunes Bookstore, your blog, your 

Facebook page, or get it published in another publication.
3 Send a link or a screenshot to reviews@entrevo.com.
4 You will be sent free tickets to upcoming events or receive 

samples of new products and services from Entrevo (de-
pending on where you are and what we have going on at 
the time).
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